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ABSTRACT
Development of the Orthography Effect in the
Perception of Letter Strings
May 1982
Ricky C. Robson, B.A., Cornell University
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Dalton Miller-Jones
The present research examined the development of the orthography
effect (OE) in the perception of letter strings using a sample of 38
first graders, 31 third graders, and 9 adults. The procedure was a
same-different visual matching task, with the stimuli being regularly
spelled letter strings that were not words (pseudowords) and irregularly
spelled letter strings (nonwords). The OE was defined as the difference
between nonwords and pseudowords in matching time. Study 1 examined the
magnitude of the OE for letter strings four, six, and eight letters
long. Adults showed a linear increase in the OE, while first and third
graders showed a linear decrease, with increasing letter string length.
These results indicate that while adults benefitted uniformly from the
orthographic regularity of a pseudoword regardless of length, children
even at the end of third grade did not. In Study 2 subjects matched
four-letter strings containing case alternatives for equality in case.
Subjects at all age levels showed significant OEs, indicating that
(1) the OEs were not mediated by phonological codes, and (2) the OEs
were not mediated by direct perception of supra-letter visual features.
Vl
In Study 3, magnitude of the OE was compared for lower case vs. upper
case four-letter strings. At no age level was the upper case OE less
than the lower case OE, despite lower case words being much more common
in print than upper case words. This again indicated that the OE was
not mediated by supra-letter visual features. Across the three studies,
differences within a grade in reading ability were not correlated with
magnitude of the OE. Generally, the results indicate that a robust,
visually based OE develops relatively early for shorter letter strings,
but application of knowledge of orthography to longer letter strings
undergoes extended development.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A major task confronting beginning readers is learning how to map
printed words onto their already extensive oral vocabulary. The visual-
perceptual component of this mapping process is very important. Indeed,
in normal adult readers, words are typically identified through direct
visual access, with no critical role being played by intermediate sound-
based representations (Coltheart, 1978). One phenomenon in the percep-
tion of words that has received quite a lot of attention from cognitive
psychologists is that for mature readers, perceptual encoding of words
is "better" than encoding of random letter strings. By "better," it is
meant that on a variety of tasks, identification of letters in words is
faster or more accurate than identification of letters in random letter
strings. The phenomenon has come to be known as the word superiority
effect, or word familiarity effect. A similar perceptual advantage has
been found for pseudowords (regularly spelled letter strings that are
not words) relative to random letter strings. This latter phenomenon
has been called the orthography effect (Pollatsek & Carr, 1979), and is
the focus of the developmental research reported here.
Whether or not there is a word superiority effect over and above
the orthography effect is a matter of current debate, and the theoreti-
cal implications of this issue will be reviewed briefly below. The
orthography effect implies a perceptually-based knowledge of spelling
1
that is sufficiently general to enhance speed of encoding of any regu-
larly spelled letter string, whether it be an actual word or not. When
children show evidence of an orthography effect, they have acquired
knowledge that is one important component of rapid reading skills
(Venezky & Massaro, 1979).
The goals of the current research were: (1) to examine the exten-
sion of the orthography effect to letter strings four, six, and eight
letters long as a function of years of reading experience and of reading
ability; (2) to determine whether phonological codes played any impor-
tant role in the task used to assess the orthography effect (same-
different matching); and (3) to determine whether in children the ortho-
graphy effect depends upon supra-letter visual features. After a review
of literature related to the orthography effect, these goals will be
elaborated, and the research will be described.
Review of Literature
The review of literature will first consider research on adult
subjects, and then children. The reasons for reviewing the adult
research are: (1) much more research on word superiority and ortho-
graphy effects has been done with adults than with children, and (2) be-
cause the developmental work has been quite atheoretical, the adult
literature is the best source of theories on the psychological bases for
these phenomena.
Research with adults . The first experimental demonstration of a word
superiority effect (WSE) was provided by Cattell (see Huey, 1908), who
found that a subject could report more letters from a brief display if
those letters were organized into words than if they were random
strings. The underlying basis for this WSE is unclear, however. It
could be that words are more easily visually encoded than nonwords. It
could also be that words are more easily remembered than random letter
strings, or that letters in words are more likely to be guessed correct-
ly than letters in random strings. These various interpretations imply
qualitatively different bases for the WSE. Indeed, all factors could be
operating to produce a WSE in this task, suggesting that there may be
several kinds of WSEs (Krueger, 1975).
A WSE based simply on being able to remember a word longer than a
group of unrelated letters, or to guess letters that occurred in a word
more accurately than unrelated letters, is not the type of superiority
effect of interest in the present research. Rather, the focus is on a
perceptually based superiority effect. Work on the WSE in the last
fifteen years has been based on tasks where memory and guessing are not
such strong potential contributors to the WSE. Most recent research has
used one of three kinds of tasks. The most popular has been a tachisto-
scopic forced-choice procedure (Reicher, 1969). In this procedure,
there is a brief exposure of a letter string, followed by a forced-
choice identification of one of the letters (e.g., two alternative
letters are displayed in the position to be reported). Reicher found
that subjects were more accurate in reporting letters located in words
than single letters, and in words than in irregularly spelled letter
strings (hereafter called nonwords). It is hard to see how memory for a
:ime
single letter could be worse than ™e„ory for a „ord over the brief t
span required by a trial. And, because letter alternatives are selected
for the words so that each alternative produces a real word, guessing is
ruled out as a source of the WSE.
Another procedure that has been used to study superiority effects
is the same-different matching task (Eichelman, 1970). m this proce-
dure, a pair of letter strings is shown to the subject, and the subject
has to decide whether the letter strings are identical or not. Because
the letter strings are visible until a response is initiated, memory and
post-perceptual guessing are eliminated. The basic result here is that
time to initiate a response is faster for words and pseudowords than
for nonwords.
A third procedure used in studies of superiority effects is a
visual search task (Krueger, 1970). In this task, the subject is told
to search through a letter string for a target letter. Again, because
the letter string is visible throughout a trial, the roles of memory and
post-perceptual guessing are minimized. The result using this procedure
is that subjects are faster to search through words than nonwords.
The three preceding procedures all rule out obvious contributions
of memory and post-perceptual guessing to the superiority effects. They
also all converge in showing a clear advantage for pseudowords over non-
words (for forced-choice tachistoscopic recognition—McClelland
,
1976;
for same-different matching—Baron, 1975; Carr, Posner, Pollatsek &
Snyder 1979; for visual search—Krueger, 1970). So, the orthography
effect (hereafter referred to as OE) has shown itself to be a quite
robust phenomenon.
Another important type of result is that the advantage for words
and pseudowords over nonwords has been shown to be resistant to disrup-
tion from organizing the letter strings into unfamiliar visual confi-
gurations. For both the tachistoscopic recognition task (McClelland,
1976) and the same-different task (Pollatsek, Well & Schindler, 1975)
large superiority effects were obtained even when the letter strings
contained case alternations. Well, Pollatsek & Schindler (1975), using
a same-different matching task, obtained superiority effects with letter
strings that were vertically aligned, and with letter strings that were
rotated 180°. Schindler, Well & Pollatsek (1974) obtained a superiority
effect even after introducing gaps between some of the letters in a
same-different matching task. The significance of these types of
results is that they contradict any model of superiority effects which
asserts they are mediated by perception of supra-letter visual features.
The above manipulations of the letter strings introduce novel, unfamil-
iar supra-letter visual features, yet the superiority effects are still
obtained. Models of word perception which make use of supra-letter
visual features have a long history. The "look-say" method of teaching
reading has been predicated on the assumption that the visual features
used to identify words can be larger than the single letter (Huey,
1908). More recent proponents include F. Smith (1971), Johnson (1975),
LaBerge & Samuels (1975), and E. Smith & Kleiman (1979). The preceding
data contradict such
.odels because they obtain superiority effects de-
spite disruptions of supra-letter visual features.
While the superiority effects are not dependent upon extraction of
supra-letter visual features, they are nonetheless a visual perceptual
phenomenon as shown by evidence indicating that verbal codes are not
essential for generation of superiority effects. Pollatsek, Well &
Schindler (1975)
,
using a same-different matching task, found that the
magnitude of the WSE was not interfered with either by using homophones
on "different" trials or by changing the task to one of judging case
difference (here letters are always the same, and hence pronunciations
are the same). These results imply that the WSE observed using a same-
different matching task is not mediated by faster comparison of pronun-
ciations (i.e., verbal codes) for words than for nonwords.
Interestingly, use of homophones in the tachistoscopic recognition
task has been found to nearly eliminate the WSE (Hawkins, Reicher,
Rogers & Peterson, 1976). As Carr, Pollatsek & Posner (1981) have
pointed out, this result does not necessarily mean that the WSE in this
task is nonperceptual, but it does indicate an important area where the
same-different task and the tachistoscopic recognition task behave quite
differently. Verbal codes as well as visual codes influence performance
in the latter task, whereas only visual codes are the primary influence
In the former task. This was one of the reasons why the same-different
matching procedure was used in the present research.
The preceding characterization of the advantage for regularly
spelled letter strings over irregularly spelled letter strings
represents the theoretical level of .est direct relevance for the pre-
sent research. That is, there exists a robust OE in the .ature reader,
this effect is a visual perceptual phenomenon, it is not mediated by
supra-letter visual features, and it occurs at the interpretation stage
of perceptual processing. As will be recalled, the goals of the present
research were to ascertain the strength of the OE over different length
letter strings as a function of age, to see if the OE was dependent on
verbal codes, and to see if the OE depended upon supra-letter visual
features
.
What is obviously missing from the above is a claim about how
knowledge of orthography is represented psychologically. There is as
yet no consensus on this issue. While the data presented in this report
will not favor one model over another, the major alternatives will none-
theless be presented in order to provide a broader theoretical context
for this research. Pollatsek & Carr (1979) have suggested classifying
theories according to whether they are rule-based or unit-based.
According to Pollatsek & Carr, in rule-based theories, "the structure of
the stimulus is utilized to form expectations that increase the effi-
ciency with which stimulus parts or compounds are identified." Unit-
based theories depend upon the occurrence of familiar units larger than
a single letter to generate superiority effects for regularly spelled
letter strings. Unit theories can be further classified according to
whether they make the claim that whole words can be units (whole-unit
theories) or that letter clusters smaller than a word can be units
(part-unit theories).
First, concerning part-unit theories, Pollatsek & Carr attribute
to these theories a reliance on supra-letter visual features. As they
pointed out, and as was noted above, any such theories have considerable
difficulty accounting for the demonstrated robustness of superiority
effects in the face of distortions in the appearance of letter strings.
There are some part-unit theories, though, which do not rely entirely on
mediation of the OE by supra-letter visual features, though they may in-
clude the latter as an option (LaBerge & Samuels, 1975; Smith & Kleiman,
1979). In these theories, units which correspond to letter clusters can
be activated subsequent to identification of individual letters, as well
as be activated directly by supra-letter visual features. In either
case, it is argued that mediation by these units speeds up the percep-
tion of regularly spelled letter strings.
A theory which seems similar in spirit to these part-unit theo-
ries, in that frequency of occurrence of sublexical components plays a
critical role, is Mason's (1975) claim that knowledge of spelling
regularities consists of knowledge of single letter positional redun-
dancy. Within a word of a given length, the probability of occurrence
of any particular letter usually varies as a function of position,
regardless of what letters occupy the other positions. Knowledge of
single letter positional redundancy consists of knowledge of these kinds
of probabilities. Under this scheme, a "regular" letter string is one
where each letter position is occupied by a letter that occurs frequent-
ly in that position. A summary index of degree of regularity of a
letter string can be obtained by summing the frequencies of the letters
that actually occur in each position. Using a visual search task. Mason
found that subjects could search more quickly through letter strings
with high sununed single-letter positional frequencies than through
strings with low summed positional frequencies.
Venezky & Massaro (1979) have commented on these kinds of models
(they called them frequency-based models) in comparison to rule-based
models. In particular, they considered models which make use of bigram
or trigram frequency, as well as Mason's model. They pointed out that
all these models will generate letter strings that are orthographically
regular. However, these frequency-based models will also generate
letter strings that are high in summed component (bigram, trigram,
single-letter positions) frequencies, and yet are orthographically quite
Irregular. Venezky & Massaro provided some examples of this phenomenon
for the case of bigram frequencies with positional constraints (which
should further enhance wordness): thrsm, thrse, sthse, eaich, whrst,
and hoier. An example using single-letter positional frequency is
"thrt." Similarly, the frequency-based models can generate letter
strings that are very low in summed component frequencies, and yet that
are also orthographically proper. Some bigram examples are: bipon,
slevs, slevy, eddop, edaby, and dufip. A single-letter positional
frequency example is "juff." On these grounds, Venezky & Massaro ques-
tioned whether the frequency-based approaches were adequately represent-
ing our knowledge of what regular spelling looks like.
Massaro, Venezky & Taylor (1979) experimentally contrasted a rule-
based model of spelling regularities with Mason's (1975) single-letter
positional redundancy model. They constructed letter strings by fac-
torially combining rule-based regularity (regular vs. irregular) with
positional frequency (high vs. low). Using a tachistoscopic recognition
task, they found that accuracy was greater for regular strings than for
irregular strings, and for high positional frequency strings than for
low positional frequency strings. Massaro et al. concluded, "Either
both these descriptions have psychological reality, or some as yet
unexplicated description that encompasses the descriptive power of both
measures is necessary to understand the effects of orthographic struc-
ture on the visual processing of letter strings."
It may be worth noting that Massaro et al. defined rule-based
regularity in an all-or-nothing fashion. So, for example, "lanisd,"
"arnged," "serilv," and "greeed" were used as irregular/high-positional-
frequency letter strings. If application of rule-based knowledge to a
letter string was allowed to be partial, then the preceding letter
strings would probably be processed quite rapidly. This is not a
clearly valid alternative to Massaro et al.'s conclusion, since there
were also letter strings in the irregular/low-positional-frequency cate-
gory that also looked partially regular; e.g., "inerfg," "ntersa," and
"ebeami." Nonetheless, if application of rule-based knowledge to a
letter string can be partial, and if a metric could be devised for
magnitude of "partial regularity," then a reanalysis of Massaro et al.'s
stimulus materials would be worthwhile in order to check on whether the
high and low positional frequency items did differ overall on such a
dimension.
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To su. up this discussion of part-unit (or frequency-based) models
of the knowledge readers have of spelling regularities, such .odels have
not been conclusively proven or disproven. It does appear that they do
not describe necessary bases for superiority effects (McClelland ,
Johnson, 1977; Massaro, Venezky & Taylor, 1979; Henderson & Chard,
1980)
,
however they may be a part of what a reader knows about spelling
regularities (Massaro, Venezky & Taylor, 1979). Further, with respect
to the Massaro et al. (1979) study, Henderson & Chard (1980) have
pointed out that Massaro et al.'s regular vs. irregular stimuli could
probably have been distinguished equally well by using a measure of
summed trigram positional frequencies. Massaro et al. might disagree
with this, but the point is that if one uses positionally constrained
frequencies, and if one considers large enough sets of letters, it can
be hard to distinguish rule-based from unit-based descriptions.
The remaining two classes of models in Pollatsek & Carr's (1979)
taxonomy of models of readers' knowledge of spelling regularities are
whole-unit models and rule-based models. Again, the previously cited
evidence on the robustness of superiority effects in the face of distor-
tion of visual appearance of the letter strings argues against any
whole-unit theory which requires mediation of the superiority effects by
supra-letter visual features. But, as we saw in the discussion of part-
unit theories (LaBerge & Samuels, 1975; Smith & Kleiman, 1979) such
mediation is not a necessary property of unit-based theories.
A critical issue in distinguishing between whole-unit vs. rule-
based models has been whether or not there is a word advantage over
12
pseudowords. If there Is ^har. t-u-t^T:ner i , t en this can be taken as evidence that even
If part of what is going on in superiority effect tasks is the applica-
tion of part-units or of orthographic rules, another part of what is
going on is the application of whole-unit knowledge. If there is no
advantage for real words over pseudowords, then it could be argued that
superiority effects are generated entirely by knowledge of orthographic
rules or part-units (since part-unit theories have already been dis-
cussed, subsequent discussion here will contrast only whole-unit with
rule-based models, but with the understanding that part-unit, or
frequency-based, theories have not been entirely ruled out).
This issue has been debated recently (Carr, Posner, Pollatsek &
Snyder, 1979; Pollatsek & Carr, 1979; Henderson, 1980; Carr, Pollatsek &
Posner, 1981), with Henderson arguing there is an advantage for words
over pseudowords (see also Smith & Kleiman, 1979), and Carr and his
colleagues (see also Venezky & Massaro, 1979) arguing there is no such
advantage. This debate will not be completely reviewed here, but a few
points will be mentioned. First, Carr and his colleagues rule out
tachistoscopic recognition tasks as being relevant here because, as men-
tioned earlier, these tasks have been shown to be sensitive to use of
verbal codes (Hawkins et al., 1976). Same-different matching tasks have
not demonstrated this sensitivity, and therefore represent a conceptual-
ly clearer domain in which to study the influence of whole word units on
visual perception of words. Second, the principal complaint Carr and
his colleagues have against studies showing an advantage for words over
pseudowords is that the advantage usually appears to be a consequence of
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en
s
a response bias to say "same" to words ratheruiab, n than a consequence of
improved Visual code formation. That is, what often happens is that
subjects show an advantage for words over pseudowords on "same" trials,
but show no difference-or even a word disadvantage-on
"different-
trials. By contrast, the advantage for pseudowords over nonwords oft
shows up on both "same" and "different" trials. So, while Carr and hi
colleagues recognize that lexicality can have an impact on same-
different matching perfonnance, they argue that it is not a perceptual
effect but a response effect. For this (and a variety of other rea-
sons), they conclude that "as far as words are concerned, the visual
system can spell by the rules, but it can't remember very well."
On the other hand, Henderson (1980) suggested that a true lexi-
cality effect on perception might occur if very high frequency words
were contrasted with pseudowords, or if letter strings longer than four
or five letters were used, giving lexicality more time to influence per-
ceptual processes. These represent legitimate areas for further
research. To take a stand, though, exclusively rule-based models of
readers' knowledge of spelling regularities seem to have the upper hand.
Recently McClelland & Rumelhart (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) have used a different strategy to make a
strong case for an exclusively whole-unit model. Their approach was to
devise such a model in sufficient detail so that it could be implemented
on a computer, and then to simulate various experiments using the compu-
ter. This model did not rely either upon part-units or on orthographic
rules. Rather, the only knowledge of spelling regularities consisted
14
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Simply of knowledge of spellings of a set of four-letter words (the
model was implemented only for four-letter words, and experiment,
run using only four-letter words). For present purposes, the important
results from their simulated experiments were (1) they did get an OE,
and (2) they did not get any clear advantage for words over pseudowords.
While McClelland
, Rumelhart have not proven the psychological reality
of their model, they have elevated whole-unit models to being serious
competitors to rule-based models.
Summary. The research on the development of the OE to be reported
later is not in general capable of distinguishing whether the children
are acquiring unit-based or rule-based knowledge of spelling regulari-
ties. The goals of the research were more modest than that, being con-
cerned with aspects of the OE over which there is less controversy for
mature readers-such as whether the OE in children is based on visual
code formation, and whether it is mediated by supra-letter visual fea-
tures (an issue which does in fact bear on certain types of unit-based
theories). Nonetheless the debate over the psychological representation
of orthographic regularity was briefly reviewed since it provides the
most complete statements of what children might be acquiring when they
show a perceptual advantage for pseudowords over nonwords. This debate
is far from over. There are both rule-based (Carr, Pollatsek & Posner,
1981; Massaro, 1979; Venezky & Massaro, 1979) and unit-based (McClel-
land & Rumelhart, 1981; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) approaches for
which good arguments can be made. In addition, as Massaro et al. (1979)
concluded after their comparison of Mason's (1975) single letter
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positional frequency approach with thair o™ rule-based approach, per-
haps people have several kinds of knowledge of spelling regularities.
on
Researcl^ with children
. There has been relatively little research
the development of the WSE or OE. The existing research shows that some
kind of superiority effect emerges between the end of first grade and
the end of fourth grade (Barron, 1981). Several kinds of tasks have
been employed, and the following review will be organized according to
this dimension.
One of the more commonly used types of tasks has been visual
search. Krueger, Keen & Rublevich (1974) had fourth graders and adults
search for a target letter in lists of upper-case words, third order of
approximation pseudowords, and nonwords. All letter strings were six
letters in length. The fourth graders were about twice as slow overall
than the adults, and made quite a few more errors (13.8% vs. 3.9%
respectively)
.
Both fourth graders and adults showed a reaction time
advantage for words over nonwords (WSE)
, with the fourth graders showing
a larger advantage than the adults. When Krueger et al. transformed the
WSE to percent decrease in reaction time for words vs. nonwords, the
percentages were equivalent for the fourth graders and adults (10.9% and
8.4%, respectively). Both groups showed a trend toward a reaction time
advantage for pseudowords over nonwords, and again when the advantage
was expressed as percent savings in reaction time, the two ages did not
differ significantly (2.5% for fourth graders, 3.1% for adults). Dis-
cussion of this discrepancy between the magnitudes of the WSE and OE
will be delayed until the reviews of Juola et al. (1978) and McCaughey
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et al. (1,80). Krueger at al. found that In their sample of fourth
graders (n-lO), there was a significant negative correlation between
reading ability and visual search tl.e, but not between ability and
magnitude of the superiority effects.
Another visual search study was done by Juola, Schadler, Chabot &
McCaughey (1978), who had kindergarteners, second graders, fourth
graders and adults search for a target letter in lower-case word,
pseudoword, and nonword letter strings. Letter strings varied in length
from three to five letters. The kindergarteners did not show any
superiority effects, but the older groups showed advantages for words
and pseudowords over nonwords. None of the older groups showed an ad-
vantage for words over pseudowords, so Krueger et al.'s (1974) result on
this dimension was not replicated. Indeed, Juola et al. reported that
this result, for the adults, did not replicate some of their own earlier
work using the same stimulus materials and procedure (Gilford and Juola,
1976). These discrepant results for the word-pseudoword difference sug-
gest the visual search task may not be appropriate for addressing this
difference. Juola et al. reported no evidence for a developmental
change in the OE (or WSE) once it appeared in the second grade, although
average search time decreased substantially over age (average search
time through nonword letter strings: second grade—1301 msec, fourth
grade—967 msec, adult— 568 msec). However, while the age effect for
the OE was not significant, in fact the magnitude of the OE for adults
was less than half that for the second graders (OE: second grade— 35
msec, fourth grade— 22 msec, adult— 15 msec). This suggests that the
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visual search procedure used .ay be lacking In power or sensitivity, and
indeed Massaro, Venezky
. Taylor (1979) have complained that the visual
search procedure tends to show only small and only sometimes significant
effects of orthographic structure in adults.
McCaughey, Juola, Schadler & Ward (1980) used the same procedure
and materials as Juola et al. (197B) Pvppni- ^Ko„ a ^.xy/o;, except they used only adults and
pre-second graders (apparently tested over the summer before entering
second grade). Their objective was to pick up any transitional pheno-
mena occurring between the kindergarten and second grade sampled in the
earlier study. The adult subjects showed an advantage for words and
pseudowords over nonwords. In contrast to the Juola et al. (1978)
study, there was a marginal advantage for words over pseudowords (p<.10).
The pre-second graders showed a statistically significant advantage for
words over nonwords (WSE)
,
but no statistically significant advantage
for pseudowords over nonwords (OE)
. McCaughey et al. concluded that
inducing orthographic rules takes some time (although not a lot), and
that prior to this induction children will only show an encoding advan-
tage for real words that, presumably, they know. So, in the terms used
earlier, the children progress from a whole-unit model of spelling
regularities to a rule-based or part-unit model.
This conjecture has some plausibility, but there are indications
in McCaughey et al. 's data that accepting the null hypothesis for the
pseudoword-nonword comparison is a dangerous move. First, there are
again indications that statistical power was quite low. The WSE for the
children (59 msec) was over three times larger than that for the adults
(17 msec), and yet there were no significant interactions involving both
grade and letter string type. Second, a closer look at McCaughey et
al.'s data suggests that the pseudoword-nonword non-difference was not
really so clear-cut, especially in light of the above indication of low
statistical power. Table 1, based on McCaughey et al.'s Table 1, shows
the magnitudes of the WSE and OE as a function of letter string length
and response type (negative = target not present, positive = target
present). The negative trials represent the best place to look for
superiority effects since on these trials the subject presumably pro-
cesses the entire letter string, thereby allowing maximum accumulation
of any lexical or orthographic advantage. On these types of trials, the
children do seem to show some trend for pseudowords to be searched more
quickly than nonwords, especially for the five-letter strings, where the
OE is the same as the WSE. This trend towards an OE is washed out,
however, by the positive trials, where there is a tendency towards a
pseudoword disadvantage relative to nonwords. However, none of the
interactions involving letter string type suggested by the data in Table
1 were significant for the pre-second graders.
The position taken here is that McCaughey et al.'s hypothesis,
that there is an early stage in which there is a WSE but not an OE,
definitely needs further confirmation. And, the variability among
studies on adults concerning the existence of a word-pseudoword advan-
tage, coupled with the seemingly quite low levels of statistical power
attained in visual search tasks, suggest that the visual search paradigm
may not be the most appropriate one to use for pursuing this issue. The
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Visual search studies reviewed so far do indicate that by so.e ti.e in
the second grade children are reliably showing an OE, and, if anything,
once it appears it declines in magnitude with age. This is an unusual
form for a developmental function, and we will return to it later.
Stanovich, Pollak & West (1978) used a different form of the
visual search task, in which the target was either a word from a desig-
nated semantic category or, in another experiment, one of three possible
target words. Such a task is, of course, much more likely to involve
use of verbal codes and meanings, and so is not an ideal vehicle for
studying perceptual phenomena. In any case, Stanovich et al. had third
graders, sixth graders, and adults search through words, pseudowords
(high summed bigram positional frequencies), and nonwords for the above
types of targets. All age groups showed slower search through words
than pseudowords, and through pseudowords than words. Effect sizes did
not change reliably over age, although there was a trend for effect
sizes to decrease. Stanovich & West (1979) repeated the experiment
using third graders either high or low in reading ability (target was
three words). The good readers were faster in overall search speed than
the poor readers. There was no significant interaction between reading
ability and letter string type, with both groups showing slower search
through words and pseudowords than words. The visual search procedure
used in these studies is not appropriate for deciding whether there is a
perceptually based WSE over and above any OE, but they do indicate that
an OE was clearly present in the third graders, the youngest age group
tested.
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Doerhlng (1976) used a visual
.atching-to-sa.ple procedure with
kindergarteners through eleventh graders. In this procedure a trial
consisted of displaying a "standard" with three alternatives below it,
with the subject having to pick as rapidly as possible the alternative
Identical to the standard. The stimuli included CVC words, CVC syl-
lables, and CCC nonwords. The earliest usable data were obtained from
children at least half-way through the first grade, and they showed a
reaction time advantage for words over pseudowords, and for pseudowords
over syllables. From the fourth grade onwards, words and pseudowords
were matched equally quickly, and were matched more quickly than non-
words. The word-pseudoword difference (and perhaps even the pseudoword-
nonword difference) was not necessarily perceptually based. Because of
the substantial visual angles subtended by the standard and the alterna-
tives, and hence the substantial memory loads required to make compari-
sons, performance could be facilitated by receding the printed letter
strings to verbal codes. This receding presumably would tend to be
faster for the words than the pseudowords (and could by itself create an
advantage for pseudowords over nonwords). That such receding could have
taken place is supported by data from another task used by Doerhing~an
auditory-to-visual matching task where the standard was given auditorily
and the alternatives were given visually. Until the fourth grade,
children were actually faster on this latter task than on the visual
matching task. Concerning developmental trends in the magnitude of the
OE, basically it tended to decrease (Grade 1.5=. 9 seconds. Grade 11=.
4
seconds), although Barron (1981) pointed out that expressing the OE as
percentage savings in reaction ti.e creates a ™.ch flatter developmental
function. That is, the magnitude of the OE no longer appeared to change
over age, once an OE appeared.
Bishop (1976) used Reicher's (1969) tachistoscopic recognition
procedure with third and sixth grade children. Only the sixth grade
children showed an OE, suggesting, in light of the research reviewed
previously, that the Reicher paradigm may be a difficult one to Imple-
ment with children.
Another task that has been used to study superiority effects in
word perception is the classic one of brief, tachistoscopic presentation
followed by full report of all letters seen. As pointed out at the
beginning of the review of the adult literature, this procedure is not a
good one for studying perceptual phenomena because of the substantial
contributions to performance that can be made by memory and post-
perceptual inference. In any case, one such study was performed by
Thomas (Thomas, 1968; this study was a methodologically cleaned-up ver-
sion of an earlier study by Gibson, Pick & Osser, 1963). The subjects
were first, second, and third grade children. The letter strings were
CVC words, CVC syllables, pronounceable CCV strings, and unpronounceable
CCV strings. There were no effects of grade on performance. All
children tended to report more letters from the words than the CVC syl-
lables, and more letters from the CVC syllables than from either of the
CCV letter strings. A liberal interpretation of these results would be
that a perceptually-based OE may have been shown as early as the first
grade, beyond that It is hard to say where the effects were being gener-
ated.
Another study using the tachistoscopic
, full-report procedure was
done by Lefton
.
Spragins (1974), using first, third, and fifth graders,
and adults. The letter strings were eight letters long, and were either
first order (nonwords) or fourth-order (pseudowords) approximations to
English. The first graders showed no OE, whereas the older age groups
did. There were no significant developmental trends once the OE
appeared in the third graders. Barron (1981), comparing these results
with those of Thomas (1968), suggested that young children may show an
OE only for short letter strings. Unfortunately, performance on tachi-
stoscopic, full report tasks is too ambiguous for exploring this sugges-
tion. One of the objectives of the research to be reported later was to
determine whether younger children do indeed appear to have trouble
extending their perceptual skills in orthographic analysis to longer
letter strings.
One other line of research on knowledge of orthography that will
be briefly mentioned for the sake of completeness is that in which chil-
dren are given a lexical decision task of some sort, where the variable
of interest is whether they see pseudowords as being more wordlike than
nonwords (Lavine, 1977; Pick, Unze, Brownell, Drozdal & Hopmann, 1978;
Rosinski & Wheeler, 1972; Henderson & Chard, 1980). Basically the re-
sults have been that by the end of first grade or during the second
grade children will start discriminating orthographically regular from
irregular letter strings. These results will not be discussed in
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grea.e. detail
.l„ee awareness ot orthographic regularity would not see™
to be either a necessary or sufficient condition for facilitation of
perception by orthographic regularity. What children know about the
functioning of their visual systems Is another subject, one that Is not
at issue in the present research.
To conclude this review of the literature on the development of
superiority effects in word perception, several observations will be
made. The surest conclusion fro. this research is that sometime between
the end of first grade and the fourth grade, WSEs and OEs appear. Be-
yond that, little else has been conclusively established. In particular
the issue of whether WSEs are at any point larger than OEs has not been
resolved due to use of experimental procedures that lack power and
sensitivity (visual search for letters) or that confound perceptual and
nonperceptual factors (visual search for words, visual matching-to-
sample, tachistoscopic full report).
A more general comment on the current state of the developmental
research is that it simply lacks the vigor of the research on adults
that was reviewed earlier. The research with adults has been charac-
terized by extensive use of the several methods for tapping superiority
effects, critiques of the various methods, and attempts to build theo-
ries accounting for the superiority effects. The developmental litera-
ture is dominated by single-shot studies representing a diverse set of
experimental procedures (Juola and his colleagues are the only exception
here). Until more systematic programs of research are organized, we
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this procedure" type of question.
To return to what the developmental literature does say, it is
striking how little correlation there has been between reading ability
within grades and magnitude of superiority effects in word perception.
While the issue has not been addressed in a very systematic way, only
one study has found a relation (Mason, 1975; in a sixth grade class poor
readers showed less of an OE on a visual search task than the good
readers), while several studies have not found any relation (Krueger et
al., 1974; Juola et al., 1978; Stanovich & West, 1979). This may be
consistent with a consensus that has been emerging recently that visual
perceptual deficiencies are not a major cause of reading problems, but
rather that verbal and receding deficiencies are much more important
(Carr, 1981; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975; Vellutino, 1977). Further, more
systematic research needs to be done on this issue.
A final comment concerns the experimental designs used in the
developmental research. Basically, studies have generally been designed
so that two types of comparison across age are possible. One type is to
compare WSEs with OEs as a function of age. This is certainly a reason-
able strategy to follow (see McCaughey et al.
,
1980, for a clear state-
ment of the rationale)
,
since it has the potential for demonstrating a
qualitative developmental change in how superiority effects are pro-
duced. However, it has been argued that the choice of experimental
procedures has not been adequate to address this issue unambiguously,
and, in any case, with the exception of McCaughey et al. (1980) there
really has not been
.uch theoretical interest in this type of compari-
son, even though it is frequently made.
The second type of comparison made across ages has been the obvi-
ous one-magnitude of a superiority effect as a function of age. For
those studies using reaction time measures, the result of this form of
age comparison has been quite consistent: In none of the studies did a
superiority effect increase in magnitude once it appeared, rather, the
typical result was for at least a trend for the magnitude to decline
with age (Krueger et al.
, 1974; Juola et al.
, 1978; McCaughey et al.
,
1980; Stanovich et al., 1978; Doerhing, 1976). This decline in magni-
tude of the superiority effect with age has always been accompanied by a
parallel decline in overall reaction time. This has led some indivi-
duals (Krueger et al., 1974; Barron, 1981) to express superiority ef-
fects as a percentage reduction in reaction time from the nonword
condition. This has created a developmental function which is essen-
tially flat—that is, when transformed in this way, the magnitude of the
superiority remains the same once it first appears. However, performing
this transformation of the data is tantamount to assuming that the basic
speed of mental computations in children is slower than that of adults
by some constant multiple. There is simply no basis for this assumption
for mental computations in general or in particular for those computa-
tions involved in generating superiority effects in word perception—nor
has any basis ever been offered in this literature.
Direct comparisons across age of reaction time measures of super-
iority effects will not be interpretable until there exists both a
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general theory of why reaction tl^es decline with age and a specillc
theory of how these factors Interact with the stages of processing where
perceptual superiority effects are produced. Until such theories have
been constructed, develoDment-al ttot-u ^r,
,
iopment w rk on superiority effects will have to
use .ore devious strategies for
.alcing comparisons across age. Attempts
to compare the relative magnitudes of the WSE and the OE as a function
of age seem to be a step in the right direction, even though they have
not been adequately implemented. Generally, the more fruitful approach
is to examine how a superiority effect interacts with other variables as
a function of age. This was the approach of the studies performed here.
As will be seen, this approach is not foolproof, but it does offer much
greater potential for supplying interpretable age comparisons.
In light of this discussion, it is worth reiterating once again
what the developmental literature on superiority effects in word per-
ception has shown: Sometime in the early grades OEs and WSEs appear,
but we know very little about how they appear, or about their develop-
mental course thereafter.
Present Research
Before describing the present research in detail, some preliminary
decisions on the domain to be studied will be described. First, the
only superiority effect that was studied was the OE~that is, the advan-
tage for pseudowords over nonwords. This was not because the WSE
(advantage for words over nonwords) is uninteresting, but rather because
it was not practical to examine both simultaneously in light of all the
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kinds Of manipulations that were planned. The WSE is .ost interesting
when examined in conjunction with the OE: A comparison of the two per-
mits inferences as to whether any WSE observed is due just to general
spelling regularities or whether lexicality is in and of itself in.por-
tant. On the other hand, the OE seems more capable of standing on its
own: It signifies that in some way or another the subject is capable of
perceptually benefitting simply from regular spelling. Whether there is
any further facilitation due to lexicality can be thought of as another
issue (though, as we have seen, they may not be separate, as McClel-
land & Rumelhart, 1981, would argue).
Second, the subjects were children finishing the first and third
grades and adults. Children at the end of first grade seemed a reason-
able choice since they are beginning readers, yet have had enough read-
ing experience to potentially show some OE (Barron, 1981). Third
graders, having had two years more reading experience, should be discri-
minably different from the first graders. Adults were tested, of
course, to provide the patterns of performance typical of mature
readers.
Third, the experimental procedure chosen for assessing OEs was a
same-different matching task. This was in part because it has performed
well in studies of superiority effects: Unlike the forced choice
tachistoscopic recognition paradigm, it is not sensitive to the use of
verbal codes (Pollatsek et al.
,
1975; Hawkins et al.
, 1976), and unlike
the visual search task, it has yielded robust measures of the OE (Pol-
latsek et al., 1975; Well et al., 1975; Massaro et al.
,
1979). Another
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advantage of the sa.e-dlf ferent matching task was that It Is a si^pU
one for children to perfo™, „hlch did not appear to he the case for the
one atte.pt to use the forced choice tachlstoscoplc recognition paradlg.
(Bishop, 1976).
present research is that if the OE is acquired gradually, one way in
which this might show up is if the OE is acquired .ore rapidly for the
more familiar types of letter strings. This logic may seem so obvious
as to be a trivial basis for designing research. However, one of the
striking features of cognitive development is how often the logic does
not work. In fact, children acquire a great deal of knowledge for which
they have had no direct instruction, modelling, or practice. This is
because it is often the case that what is learned is more general than
the experience on which it is based. This phenomenon has, for example,
often been remarked upon in the case of language acquisition, where
children acquire a creative knowledge of language-creative in the sense
of their being able to understand and produce an essentially infinite
number of sentences-based on experiencing a finite sample of language.
So, that an OE would, at an early stage of acquisition, be restricted to
the classes of letter strings which have been experienced the most
often, is not necessarily a truism. Indeed, the developmental research
to date on superiority effects has not located any clear developmental
trends, other than absence vs. presence.
Applying the above logic to designing research requires identify-
ing some dimensions of the letter strings to which beginning readers are
exposed that are powerful 1„ distinguishing frequently experienced
letter strings frc„ less frequently experienced letter strings. Focus-
sing in on the first graders, there were sons strong limitations on
their experiences in the classroo. with words. These were: (1) „ost
words were relatively short, and (2) .ost words were printed in lower
case. Length and case were selected for manipulation in the present
research.
Stud^. The purpose of Study 1 was to assess the magnitude of the OE
as a function of letter string length for first and third graders and
adults. To accomplish this, matching times for pseudowords vs. nonwords
were compared for letter string lengths of 4, 6, and 8 letters.
That beginning readers experience mostly shorter words is diffi-
cult to document precisely because that requires counting word types and
tokens in the variety of reading activities that children experience.
This has not been done for any of the classrooms involved in the study.
However, the phenomenon does come through clearly in informal observa-
tion, and indeed it is hardly surprising that beginning readers would be
exposed primarily to shorter words. One indication of the distribution
of word lengths can be obtained by looking at the distribution by length
of the word types introduced at one of the first grade classrooms in its
formal reading program (Open Court). As can be seen from Table 2, the
distribution is positively skewed, with the maximum clearly occurring at
length 4, and the frequencies sharply dropping off for longer words.
The other first grade classroom did not closely follow any formal
curriculum, so no analogous measurement could be made.
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY OF WORDS BY LENGTH IN FIRST GRADE
Word Length Absolute
^ "^""^^ Frequency Percent
2 21 23 146 16
4
5
362 39
231 25
6 97 10
7
8
39 4
26 3
9
10
11
9
7
2
1
1
<1
There has been no documentation of the distribution of word
lengths in the third grade classrooms sampled. It is expected that with
two more years of reading instruction and experience, the third graders
would have had substantially more experience with longer words, though
their experiences would not yet match that of adults.
Given that beginning readers do experience primarily shorter
words, how do mature readers perform with respect to the length vari-
able? In the same-different matching task, adults show an OE that in-
creases approximately linearly with letter string length (see Bruder,
1978, and Eichelman, 1970, for letter strings varying from two to six
letters in length; see Well et al., 1975, for four vs. six letter
strings). This result is expected under the assumption that adults
benefit from orthographic regularity throughout a letter string (Well et
al., 1975). The longer a letter string is, the more opportunity there
is for an advantage in encoding speed to accumulate, and hence the
larger the expected OE. Given this pattern of results obtained from
mature readers, then for children any gross departure from a positive
linear function relating letter string length and magnitude of the OE
would signal a difficulty in benefitting from orthographic regularity
regardless of letter string length.
There have been no studies of children using a same-different
matching task to explore the relationship between letter string length
and magnitude of the OE. Barron (1981) has noted two studies using a
tachistoscopic full-report procedure in which one study (Thomas, 1968),
using 3-letter strings, found an OE in first graders, while the other
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Spragins, 1974), using 8-letter strings, did not find
OE in first graders. As was pointed out earlier, though, it is unci
whether this pertains to perception or to ability to use verbal codes t
re.e.ber the stimuli or to skill in post-perceptual inference, auola et
al. (1978) used 3, 4, and 5 letter displays in their visual search task,
but reported no effect of length on the superiority effects for either
children or adults. It would see. they should, at least for the adults,
have obtained a positive relation between length and the OE on "nega-
tive" trials (no target present). That they did not suggests either a
problem with statistical power or a lack of sensitivity of the visual
search procedures. So, there have been no methodologically satisfactory
studies of the relationship between the OE and letter string length.
In considering how beginning readers might have difficulty apply-
ing knowledge of orthographic regularity to longer letter strings, two
types of difficulties appear possible: (1) there may be spelling pat-
terns found primarily in longer letter strings, and hence which are
unfamiliar to the beginning reader; or (2) application of knowledge of
orthography may be most practiced for, or specialized for, shorter
letter strings, such that attempts at application to longer letter
strings break down. Regarding the former possibility, there are letter
clusters that appear primarily in words longer than four letters (e.g.,
str-,
-dge,
-nee, consonant
-le,
-ght) . In constructing letter strings
for Study 1, a decision was made to avoid unusual orthographic patterns
in the longer pseudowords. There were three reasons for this:
(1) there does not appear to be a strong relationship between word
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length and occurrence of distinctive orthographic patterns; (2) it is in
any case hard to state formally what those patterns are; and (3) the
effect Of orthographic pattern would he confounded with the other factor
of facility in orthographic analysis. So, the longer pseudoword.
constructed using orthographic patterns that show up in words fa.il.
to first graders. This process will be described in .ore detail later,
but basically it was an intuitive process. We do not know what are the
"familiar orthographic patterns" for these children. Essentially,
pseudowords were constructed so that they did not appear obviously
bizarre relative to the experience of first graders.
Exclusion of unusual orthographic patterns from the longer pseudo-
words should leave lack of "facility in orthographic analysis" as the
cause of any relative decreases in the OE for the longer letter strings.
It is admitted that "facility in orthographic analysis" is a vague and
ambiguous phrase. This is because its meaning depends upon one's model
of how knowledge of orthography is represented psychologically, and as
we have seen there is no consensus on what this model should be. If the
OE rests upon rule-based or "part-unit"-based processes, implementation
of those processes involves some sort of analysis of the word. It seems
plausible to view analysis as a skill, the difficulty of which is influ-
enced by word length. For example, if orthographic knowledge is imple-
mented via "part-unit"-based processes, then part of the process of
analyzing a word into units involves keeping track of the various units
and their boundaries. It seems plausible that this bookkeeping would
become more complex as the number of units increases. Likewise, if the
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^eeplns trac. of „Hat pa„s of ..e „o.<, are relevant to generaUns
expectancies and which are not. Again. It see.s plausible that this
becomes a more complex process as n xr^-r^ kP a word becomes longer. So, above and
beyond "basic competenrp" ir. -i^^i^ce m implementing orthographic analyses, there
-y be an issue of facility in implementing those analyses, and
facility seems likely to be Influenced by word length. Therefore, given
that first graders have had less experience with longer words than third
graders, they may show a relative decrea^P nn m.^ • r .i-xv a se i the size of the OE for
longer pseudowords.
Predictions for ^tud^M,. If there is a difference between first
and third graders In the relationship between letter string length and
the OE, such that the magnitude of the OE is relatively less for longer
strings for first graders as opposed to third graders, how would this
manifest itself in the data collected? As it turns out, the answer to
this question is not entirely straightforward, basically because of the
interpretive difficulties that can arise in comparing reaction time data
across age.
In comparing the effect of length on magnitude of the OE across
grade, it is helpful to use a graph which presents OEs directly (see
Figure la). In this graph each point represents the average difference,
nonword minus pseudoword time, for a particular age group and letter
string length.
This graph of hypothetical results represents several expectations
concerning the data. First, both first graders and third graders show
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Fig. 1. Possible Grade Differences in the Relationship
Between Magnitude of the Orthography Effect and Letter String
Length.
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an OE for the shortest letter string (four letters). This was predicted
because superiority effects in word perception have heen demonstrated as
early as the first grade (Doerhing, 1976; Thomas, 1968).
Second, the magnitude of the OE is shown as being larger for the
younger children-at least for the shorter letter strings. As pointed
out earlier, this kind of age difference has been found in most research
on the development of superiority effects in word perception. It might
be, as Stanovich et al. (1978) suggested, that in some psychologically
real sense younger children make more use of the redundancies in ortho-
graphy than older children and adults. Another way to think about it,
though, is that there might be general differences in reaction time
performance between first and third graders that have "nonadditive" as
well as "additive" components. For example, an additive difference
might be age-related changes in manual dexterity, such that first
graders perform the task more slowly than third graders, but the differ-
ence in sorting times between conditions is left unaffected. Then, if
both age groups use knowledge of orthography to the same degree, the OE
should be the same for both groups. On the other hand, a nonadditive
influence related to age would be, for example, if younger children tend
to slow down by some proportion as general task difficulty increases.
If nonwords are harder to match than pseudowords, this could lead to a
larger OE for younger children, even if they are not using knowledge of
orthography to a greater degree than older age groups.
A third aspect of the graph of hypothetical data is that it shows
the functions for the two grades diverging between 4 and 6 letter
strings. Perhaps the first graders are as facile as the third graders
in applying orthographic knowledge to 6-letter strings. But, ™aybe
first graders would also find etching 6-letter nonwords disproportion-
ately harder than would third graders, or „ayhe the first graders would
be »ore sensitive" to the Increasing difficulty as letters are added to
nonwords vs. pseudowords by slowing down In so^e manner proportional to
the difficulty levels. In either case, the result would be divergence
In the magnitudes of the OEs as string length Increased from 4 to 6
letters.
A fourth aspect of the hypothetical results is that for the third
graders the effect of string length on the OE is shown as a positive
linear function. This amounts to a hypothesis that third graders will
perform like adults, which may be rather optimistic.
A fifth aspect of the hypothetical results is that they show the
first graders having a harder time with 8-letter strings than third
graders. This is revealed not by a direct comparison of OE magnitudes
at 8 letters, but rather by the shapes of the functions for the two
grades. The first graders show at first divergence away from, and then
convergence towards, the third grade OEs.
A pattern of results that will be taken as not supporting an age
difference in the effect of length on the OE is shown in Figure lb.
This pattern does not prove there is no age difference (e.g., the rate
of divergence might be being suppressed by an age difference, or, per-
haps younger children make more use of orthographic redundancies), but
it provides no clear basis for showing one. A more ambiguous pattern of
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data IS shown in Figure Ir <;v>o,,i^ ^-u -,j--i-6ULt: xc. btiouid the lines reallirj-j-iieto ai y be diverging if
there Is no age effect of length on the OE? Perhaps, but lacRlng any
e^ptrlcally do„ed
.odel underlying this suggestion, this pattern
must be considered ambiguous.
Basically, what „U1 be taken as evidence for an age effect medi-
ated by differences In orthographic knowledge will be any Indication of
convergence of the two functions (or. of course, crossing) over length
(see Figs. Id-lf )
.
Stud^. The results from Study 1 will be interpreted in terms of what
they say about perceptually based OEs. However, OEs could occur in
Study 1 that are not based upon visual code formation, but rather upon
pronounceability. That is, pseudowords can be pronounced whereas
nonwords cannot, and it might have been that the children were faster i.
matching pseudowords by virtue of pronouncing them and then comparing
pronunciations.
If children use this pronunciation strategy, it should be detect-
able since most children are overtly obvious when trying to sound out a
word. For several reasons, it was not expected that many children
would opt for the pronunciation strategy. First, it was pointed out to
the children that none of the words were real words. Second, it was
pointed out that it is possible to always perform correctly without
"reading" the letter strings. Third, sounding out is a difficult enough
process for many children that it is unlikely to seem an advantageous
strategy to them. Fourth, the strategy would often not work because of
the nonwords, or the longer, harder to pronounce pseudowords.
Nonetheless, U would Be nice .o have so.e converging evidence of
a .ore direct kind that any OEs which appeared in Study 1 were in fact
mediated by facilitation of visual processing. Study 2 was an atte.pt
to provide such converging evidence. In this study, only 4-letter
pseudowords and nonwords were used, since if OEs are found, they should
at least be found for 4-letter strings. This study differed fro. Study
1, however, in that instead of using letter differences on
-different-
trials, the differences were in letter case.
Pollatsek, Well
, Schindler (1975) have pointed out that if sub-
jects are demonstrating a superiority effect by virtue of using a
pronunciation strategy when the differences are letter differences, the
superiority effect should disappear if the task is to detect case dif-
ferences, since then the pronunciations are always the same. Pollatsek
et al. found a WSE in a case-difference task using adult subjects, and
this was part of their evidence that the WSE depends more on facilita-
tion of visual processing than on formation of verbal codes.
A second rationale for Study 2 was that it provided a test of
whether the subjects were relying upon supra-letter visual features for
generation of the OE. As Pollatsek et al. (1975) pointed out, the
occurrence of case transitions in the letter strings introduces unfamil-
iar visual configurations, and so should disrupt any reliance upon
supra-letter visual features. Pollatsek et al. found that with a low
number of case transitions in the letter strings, the WSE was not dis-
rupted. They also found, though, that the magnitude of the WSE declined
rapidly as the number of case transitions increased. They suggested
A3
this decline was evidenrp ^ha^ t-K^x ce t t the processes giving rise to the WSE made
some use of expectations about letter case.
5^^1i^^i2-l-^tud^. The primary interest is in whether for
each age group there was a significant OE. If there was, this will be
taken as evidence that the OE was not critically dependent upon verbal
codes, and that it was not dependent upon supra-letter visual features.
A failure to obtain an OE is ambiguous. It could mean: (1) the sub-
jects relied upon verbal codes for generating OEs in a letter-difference
task; (2) the subjects relied upon supra-letter visual features; or
(3) there was confusion associated with having to make a transition from
a letter-difference task to a case-difference task.
Stud^. Another property of words, in addition to length, which
distinguishes between frequently vs. infrequently experienced letter
strings, is case. Almost all of the words that the children in the
study were exposed to in their reading programs were printed in lower
case. For example, in the first grade Open Court materials, only the
titles of some of the books were printed entirely in upper case.
If it is true that Studies 1 and 2 tap OEs that are based upon
facilitation of visual processes, it might be that those visual pro-
cesses start out being relatively specialized for words in lower case.
For example, if the OE depends upon supra-letter visual features, then
the use of unfamiliar, upper-case letter strings should lead to disrup-
tion of the OE. Study 3 examined the effect of letter case on the OE by
comparing the magnitude of the OE for lower-case vs. upper-case 4-letter
strings.
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ll^AiS^i2I^±Jor_S^^ Because of the kinds of problems with
reaction time data from children that were discussed in Study 1, it
turns out that only a strong effect of case on the OE is unambiguously
detectable. It is expected that it will take longer to match upper-case
strings than lower-case strings. This is because (1) encoding time may
be longer for upper-case letters due to their lower frequency, and
(2) upper-case letters are relatively less discriminable from one an-
other on the average than lower-case letters. For adults, these kinds
of difficulties may make additive contributions to reaction time, such
that the magnitude of the OE would be unaffected by case (though, see
Krueger, 1979, for a suggestion that OEs may be larger for upper-case
than lower-case letter strings). For children, additivity may be a less
reasonable assumption. As discussed under Study 1, it may be that for
younger children, the effect of a particular increase in task difficulty
may vary with base reaction time, increasing as base reaction time in-
creases. If so, then if the OE is not specialized for lower-case letter
strings, younger children might actually show a larger OE for upper-case
than for lower-case letter strings, as illustrated in Figure 2a. If
task difficulty is additively related to base reaction time, then the
Figure 2b results. However, if that nonadditivity is in fact operating
for the first graders, then the results in Figure 2b actually show a de-
crease in the size of the OE for the first graders. So, the pattern of
data in Figure 2b is ambiguous.
Basically, within a grade, if the absolute magnitude of the OE for
upper-case strings was less than that for lower-case strings, it was
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Fig. 2. Possible Grade Differences in the Relationship
Between Magnitude of the Orthography Effect and Letter Strim
Case.
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concluded that the OF w^g o a'o.^ ciic uji as to a degree «?r)prn c t^ i t specialized for lower-case letter
strings.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Subjects
The subjects were first graders, third graders, and adults. The
adults were nine undergraduate and graduate students who volunteered to
participate.
The first and third graders were sampled from the elementary
schools in the small rural towns of Gill and Colrain. Children were
excluded from the study (1) who did not wish to participate, (2) whose
parents did not wish them to participate, or (3) who, in the judgment of
the classroom teacher should not participate.
The two first grades had rather different reading programs. The
Colrain first graders came from a kindergarten which had a "pre-reading"
curriculum, so that in kindergarten they had relatively little experi-
ence actually reading. The first grade curriculum was strongly phonics-
oriented (Open Court Reading Curriculum)
. The brand of phonics taught
took a letter-by-letter approach to word decoding. A small set of sight
words was introduced in order to facilitate reading some simple stories.
There were not many language experience activities. The principal
emphasis was on word decoding, with secondary emphasis on the comprehen-
sion of stories written to contain primarily decodable words. The Gill
first grade children came from a kindergarten that was relatively rich
in sight-word instruction and language experience activities. These
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kinds Of experiences were also continued In the first grade, with the
addition cf a phonics convponent. The phonics approach combined letter-
sound and syllable-sound relationships, so It «as so.ewhat
.ore „holls-
tlc than the Colraln phonics program. An Important reading activity In
the Gill first grade involved having the children write their own
stories. In their writing, the children were allowed to spell words as
they thought best, with feedback being given at a later time. As a
whole, children in the Gill first grade were exposed to a wider variety
of words than the children in Colraln, and the phonics component, while
present, played a smaller role in the Gill reading program.
These general differences in emphasis were also found in the third
grade classes, however in both classes there was much more emphasis on
reading stories.
Children at each grade level were divided into three groups ac-
cording to reading ability. For the first grade, ability rankings were
obtained from the teachers. For the third grade, standardized test
scores were used to construct three ability levels. A test given by the
schools was used for this purpose (the two schools administered differ-
ent tests: Colrain—California Achievement Test; Gill-Stanford Reading
Achievement Test). Cut-off scores defining ability groups were selected
with an eye towards preserving any clustering of ability levels among
the children (see Appendix 1). The cut-off scores selected were:
High~90% and above, Medium— 70% to 89%, and Low—69% and below. The
average percentile score for each ability group (averaged across
schools) was: High— 96.2%, Medium-80%, and Low—40%. It is important
to notice
..a. ..ese aMlU. Wei. a.e ,.Ue High:
..e .Wai.™"
,„.p
was performing well above the 50. level, and the "W g.oup was not
and "low are suitable for denoting the status of the ability groups
relative to the classroom sampled, they are somewhat misleading with
respect to national norms. Also, while standardized test scores were
not available for the first grade children. It Is advisable to apply
this same caveat to them since they were dra^ from the same schools.
In scanning the children's data. It became apparent that In each
study there were some children who performed quite differently from the
other children In one respect or another. That Is, there seemed to be
"outliers" In some cells of the designs. These outliers Inflate error
variance, thus decreasing statistical power, and potentially distort the
pattern of means. Further, the qualitative uniqueness of these perform-
ances may indicate qualitatively distinct underlying cognitive pro-
cesses. In which case averaging with the group would be inappropriate.
For these reasons, criteria for Identifying outliers were defined. For
all three studies, the dimensions of performance chosen for Identifying
outlers were speed and the OEs measured by each study (for Study 1-the
OEs for 4-, 6-, and 8-letter strings; for Study 2-the case-difference
OE; for Study 3—the upper-case and lower-case OEs). An outlier was
defined as any score falling more than two standard deviations above the
group mean. An outlying performance level on Just one of the dimensions
for a study was taken as sufficient grounds for excluding all of a
child's data from the group analyses for that study. The distributions
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Of scores on the various dimensions are shown in
.ppendi. I. 3
Shows the number of subjects tested fro. each ability level i„ each
school before exclusion of outliers, and for each study after exclusion
of outliers.
Mean speed is a conventional dimension to use in reaction time
studies for identifying outliers-excessively slow response time may
Indicate general inattention to the task, or some peculiar strategy for
generating a response. Magnitudes of the OEs were also chosen for
Identifying outliers because there were some children who were not ex-
cessively slow overall, but who nonetheless performed in a markedly
aberrant fashion in one respect or another. By identifying outliers in
terms of the OE, the children involved would be kept separate from the
group data on the basis of the psychological dimension of primary Inter-
est
.
General Procedure
The procedure selected for collecting "same"-"different" judgments
was a card-sorting task, where each card contained a pair of letter
strings requiring a "same--"differenf judgment. (I want to thank Dr.
Arnold Well for originally suggesting this procedure.) This procedure
had two significant advantages over trial-by-trial timing: (1) trial-
by-trial timing would have been more time-consuming and more onerous for
the children, and (2) testing could be done using several experimenters
simultaneously, which was not possible with the set-up available for
doing trial-by-trial timing.
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TABLE 3
SAMPLE SIZES FOR STUDIES 1 , 2 , AND 3 : CHILDREN
a) Total (before exclusion of outliers)
Colrain
High Medium Low
First 6 10 10
Third 7 6 4
Study 1 (after exclusion of
High
Colrain
Medium Low
First 6 8 7
Third 7 6 2
c) Study 2 (after exclusion of outliers)
Colrain
High Medium Low
d) Study 3 (after exclusion of outliers)
Colrain
High Medium Low
Gill
High Medium Low
Gill
High Medium Low
Gill
High Medium Low
First 5 10 9 4 4 4
Third 7 6 3 6 3 4
Gill
High Medium Low
First 5 10 7 4 4 4
Third 6 5 3 6 2 4
A deck Of cards consisted of sixteen cards, half of „Mch con-
tained identical pairs of letter strings ("sa^e.,
, and half of which
contained different pairs of letter strings CMif ferenf,
. The order of
cards Within a dec. was rando.i.ed. with the constraint that there could
be no .ore than three consecutive "sa.e" or "different" letter string
pairs. The subject's task was to flip through the deck as quickly as
possible, saying "sa„e" or "different" for each card. The experimenter
used a stopwatch to time how long the subject required to go through the
deck. The description of Study 1 will contain a .ore detailed descrip-
tion Of the procedure. Note that under this procedure all stimulus con-
dltions were necessarily blocked.
Materials
Studies 1 through 3 all required 4-letter pseudowords and non-
words. Study 1 also required 6-letter and 8-letter pseudowords and
nonwords. Pseudowords were generated so as to n^ake use of orthographic
patterns that seemed common for the first grade. Four-letter pseudo-
words were constructed which fit into the following categories: CWC,
CCVC, CVCC, and CVCe. with certain constraints on the consonants and
vowels (e.g., gn- could not be used as an initial consonant cluster;
-uu- could not be used as a vowel cluster). Six-letter pseudowords were
generated by combining simply structured syllables, and by including a
few other letter clusters that seemed relatively common in the chil-
dren's reading vocabulary (-ght, consonant-l-e)
. Eight-letter pseudo-
words were constructed from the simpler elements used in constructing
^he 4- an. e-,e..e. pseu,„„o..s.
.o pseudowo.. „.3 use. „o.e „„„
within a study.
Nonwords were created by scrambling the pseudowords. So each
nonvord a child saw was generated fro. a pse.doword the child saw.
Letter strings were typed on 3" x 5" blank Index cards In IBM
Prestige Pica type. The pair of letter strings were centered on the
card, one above the other, and were separated by a blank line. Those
letter strings that were physically different were different only for
one letter position. For Studies 1 and 3 the difference was In letter
Identity, while for Study 2 It was In letter case. For "letter-
different" letter-string pairs, the letters that were different were
selected so as to have the same overall shape.
The cards were organized Into decks of sixteen cards each, accord-
ing to the constraints mentioned In the General Procedure section and
the procedure section for the relevant study. Tabs were arranged suc-
cessively along the top edges of the cards of a deck to help the subject
pick up the cards one at a time. Farh r^h tt^o ^ • j •L , t cn tab was outlined in red to help
the subject see the tab.
A wooden platform was built to hold the deck of cards. TVo short
walls and one long wall were built on the platform to mark off a 3" x 5"
area. The tabs on the other long edge of the cards protruded over the
edge of the platform. Typically, a book was placed behind the platform
to hold it steady on the table, and to provide a convenient place to put
each card after a "same---dif ferent" decision had been made.
Timing was typically done using digital ^tnr.^ ^ uuj-git i stopwatches accurate to
1/100 Of a second. OccasionaUy,
„hen a dlgUal stopwatch was not
available, sweep-hand stopwatches accurate to 1/10 of a second were
used.
Study 1
study 1 required collecting card-sorting times for 4-letter, 6-
letter, and 8-letter lower-case pseudowords and nonwords. There were
not enough subjects available to use a completely randomised design, or
to use a repeated-measures design with order of conditions counterbal-
anced. Further, because of the relatively small cell sizes, once sub-
jects were broken down by grade, school, and ability. It was felt that
randomizing the order of conditions would not permit adequately effi-
cient estimates of treatment effects. The design selected was a 6 x 6
latin square, which entailed 6 testing sessions per subject, with 6 card
sorts (pseudowords vs. nonwords x 4-. 6-. or 8-letter string length) per
session. The latin square design allows separating out within- and
between-sesslon practice effects (though not any Interaction between the
two), permitting an unbiased estimate of treatment effects for each sub-
ject.
Materials. Each testing session required 6 decks: 4-letter nonwords,
4-letter pseudowords, 6-letter nonwords, 6-letter pseudowords. 8-letter
nonwords. and 8-letter pseudowords. Any given pseudoword was used only
once. For 4-letter decks, each of the 4 possible positions of differ-
ence was represented twice in each deck. For 6-letter decks, each of
the 6 pcsibU posUions o,
.„,e.e„ce
.as represented e,uaU. o^en
a.ross
.He e .es..„, sessions (each aec. ineXude. eacH
.He e pcss.Me
positions Of difference, plus 2 otHers).
.or 8-letter dec.s, each of
the 8 possible positions of difference „as represented once „itHin each
deck.
In addition to the 6 experimental decks constructed for each test-
ing session, practice decks were constructed. One practice deck was
given at the beginning of each testing session. This deck contained a
mixture of the various stimulus tvDe^ n^hoyp s. Ot er practice decks were con-
structed for an initial practice seq^inn ru.i-Fi-di-Lxc ss o that occurred prior to the
first experimental testine sescsnnn tt^^v-^t>Ling sio . There was one deck each of real
words, pseudowords, and nonwords.
Appendix 2 lists the stimuli used, by session.
Procedure. Before the first experimental session, there was one session
devoted to introducing the task and giving the subjects some practice.
This session used the real words, pseudowords, and nonwords (given in
that order)
.
Subjects were told that we were interested in how children learn
to read words (adults were also told that they were being tested to de-
termine how mature readers perform on the various conditions). Subjects
were not informed of the hypotheses of the study, nor were they expli-
citly told what kinds of stimuli were used (though they could, of
course, infer this for themselves). The children seemed content with
this level of description of the study.
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The instructions for the matching tasU e^p.asi.ed that It was not
necessary to tr, to read the Utter strinss. It „as pointed out that
perfect performance was possible without Wing what the letter-strings
say." saying the words or pseudowords, or attempting to sound the.
out, was discouraged. Subjects were told it was important to go as fast
as possible, but that it was also important not to make mistakes.
During the practice decks subjects were given detailed feedback
concernine their errnrc (c^ r, -ug o s (e.g., subjects were allowed to go back and look
at the cards on which they ™ade errors). During subsequent experimental
decks, subjects were only given feedback on errors if they .ade two or
more of the.. Feedback was given after a subject completed a deck.
As a tactic to keep the children interested in the task, and to
give the. a break from the sorting routine, the children were permitted
to read the sorting time off the stopwatch to the experimenter. The
children, especially the first graders, enjoyed this, and. because they
did not know the hypotheses for the study, it was not felt that this
created any biases in their performance. The adults, on the other hand,
were not allowed to see their sorting times.
So, in a typical testing session, the subject began by sorting the
practice deck, and then proceeded through the 6 experimental decks. For
each deck, the experimenter recorded total sorting time and on which
card, if any, errors were made. First graders were tested only once a
day. Third graders and adults were occasionally tested twice in one
day. If this happened, testing sessions were separated by at least one
hour for the third graders, and fifteen minutes for the adults.
Study 2
study 2 was a case-difference task, and required collecting sort-
ing tloes for 4-letter pseudowords and 4-letter nonwords. Study 2 was
run concurrently with Study 3 during the 4 testing sessions following
the 6 testing sessions used to collect the data for Study 1. The order
In which the two types of decks ware administered across the four test-
ing sessions was: pseudoword-nonword, nonword-pseudoword. pseudoword-
nonword, and nonword-pseudoword. A total of six experimental decks was
given in each of the four testing sessions; the two that were part of
Study 2 were always given last.
Materials. The 4-letter strings used for Study 2 contained a fixture of
upper-case and lower-case letters. Pollatsek et al. (1975) have found
that the magnitude of the WSE in a case-difference task declines rapidly
as the number of case transitions in the letter strings increases (for
zero case transitions, WSE=106 msec; for one case transition, WSE=35
msec). This suggested that in designing Study 2, maximum power would be
obtained only if zero case transition materials were used. Here, "same-
pairs would be identical in case (viz., lower case), while "different"
pairs would differ in one letter position on case. The problem with
this, as Pollatsek et al. pointed out, is that subjects could approach
the task simply by looking for gross differences in shape. This, of
course, would prevent any OE from emerging. Pollatsek et al. discour-
aged this by varying case and number of case transitions from one trial
to the next. The problem with varying case in this way in Study 2 is
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that U leaa to a serious loss o, statistical po.e.. I„ 3 ca..-
sottlng procedure, o„l, total sorting tl.e is a.ailaMe. This
.eans
that if, within a deck thp fi,n v.-,^CR, e ull range of zero to three case transitions
is used, the trials which would eener;:,t^. ^Ko ig nera e the longest OE would be in a
rather small minority.
What was done for Study 2 was a co^pro^lse. Twelve of the sixteen
cards in a deck had zero case transitions, and four had one case transi-
tion. The 4 one case transition cards were distributed so that each
successive block of 4 cards contained one such card. All four possible
positions of difference were represented equally in a deck. The stimuli
used, by session, are shown in Appendix 3.
Procedure. Because the children were highly practiced in letter-
different matching by the time Study 2 was run, the decks for Study 2 wer
always preceded by a practice deck. During the first two sessions, the
practice deck consisted of sixteen cards, and the subject was allowed to
go through the deck more than once if it seemed necessary (even for
first graders, though, this was rarely necessary-the children caught on
to this change in the task quickly)
. For the last two sessions the
practice deck was shortened to eight cards. In summary, a testing
session consisted of five decks used in Study 3 (one practice and four
experimental), and a practice deck for Study 2, and the two experimental
decks for Study 2.
Study 3
Study 3 was a letter-difference task ^h.^nee t at required collecting
sorting times for A-letter n<=o ^ .pseudowords or nonwords that were either alllower-case or all upper-case Vn.. For the reasons outlined for Study 1Study 3 was designed as a 4 x 4 latin entm square (four testing sessions,
four sorts per session). Each c,^^„ istxmulus type was sorted in each session.
^^^terials. The following tynes of i,g p decks were used for Study 3: lower-
case 4-letter pseudowords, lower-case 4-^<.^t-letter nonwords, upper-case 4-
car. p^cMce
.ee. „as cons..... eo„3U..„, on,,
.pper-case le.e.
-rings. The stimuli used.
,y session, are sho™ in Appendix 4.
Bach
.esuns session „as preceded
.He practice dec.. «o
-Meets appeared to Have dl„lcnUy
.aUng
.He transition to tHe nppe.-
case letter strings.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
AdHlts. U was pointed out In the Introduction that
.atute teaders „ilx
Show an OE that increases in magnitude with increasing letter string
length. The data lor the adult subjects will he reported first as a
check on whether this claim is vpH^ fC IS alid for the testing procedure used in
the present research.
The data for the adults were analyzed using a Wordness (2) x
Length (3) repeated measures ANOVA (Wordness refers to the pseudoword-
nonword distinction). Each subject contributed si. scores to the data,
each score representing an average over the first six testing sessions.
So, for example, a subject's sorting ti„e tor 4-letter nonwords was the
average over his/her 6 sorts of that particular type of deck.
cell ™eans are show, in Table 4. The main effects of Wordness and
Length were significant (F^_3=48.81. p<.0001; F^_,,=226.29, p<.00005;
respectively), as was their interaction (F^^ ^,=53. 42, p<.00005). A
trend analysis revealed that the linear coefficient for length differed
for pseudowords vs. nonwords (F^_3=72.10, p<.00005). The slope of
pseudowords was 2.84 seconds per letter (178 msec/letter/card), whereas
the slope for nonwords was 4.32 seconds per letter (270 msec/letter/
card)
.
Since the OE is measured by the difference between nonword and
pseudoword sorting times, this difference in slope resulted in an OE
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TABLE 4
MEAN SORTING Tim (SEC) AND ERROR RATE AS A FACTION OFWORDNESS AND LENGTH: ADULTS "
°^
Letter String Length:
4 6 8 Mean
W X L : RT
PW
NW
OE
24.14
27.12
2.98
29.72
35.46
5.74
35.48
44.40
8.92
Wx L: Error Rates
PW
NW
Mean
0%
.6% 1.3%
.6% 2.1% 2.2%
.3% 1.3% 1.7%
.6%
1.6%
eha. increased Unearl, „Uh increases in let.er strin, len,.,:
OK.=2.98 sec. (186 ^sec/car.). OE6=5.M sec. (33, ™sec/car<.,, 0E8=8 92
-c. (558 ™sec/card). So,
.he adults performed as predicted.
Despite the interaction between Wordness and Length, the
.ain
effect Of each alone is interpretahle. m the case of Wordness. Bon-
ferroni fs (EF.10, n^her of co^parisons^a, alpha=.033, revealed that
the OE was significant at each letter string length (.3=5. 04, .3=5. 74
V^-^*. for 4, 6, and 8 letter strings, respectively,, m the case of
Length, Bonferroni fs (EP=.10, number of co™parisons=2. alpha-.OJ)
revealed that the linear trend over length was significant for both'
pseudowords (tg-12.63) and nonwords (1-16.28).
To su™,arlze, sorting time increased linearly with increases in
letter string length, pseudowords were sorted more quickly than non-
words, and the difference in sorting time between pseudowords and non-
words (the OE) increased linearly with increases in letter string
length.
The pattern of results for the OE based on the averaged group data
is also typical of individual performances, as can be shown by tabulat-
ing the frequencies of the different possible orderings of the OE as a
function of letter string length: 8 of the 9 adults showed an OE that
Increased monotonically with increasing letter string length. Only one
adult deviated from this pattern, showing an Increase in the OE from 4-
to 6-letter strings (.57 sec. to 3.12 sec.) but a slight decline for 8-
letter strings (2.91 sec).
In interpreting reaction time data i> -i, t is necessary to consider
the possibility of speed-accuracy trade-offs ThPy Ldu tt . e overall error rate
was in fact very low M 17^ m i ,y (1.1^). Nonetheless, a Wordness (2) x Length (3)
ANOVA was done on the error rate data Th. There was a marginally signifi-
can.
.ain e„ect of Wc.ness (.^^^=5.30. p<.oe). and a significant ^i„
effect Of Length (F,_,,=4.62, p<.03). The interaction between the two
was not Significant (F^^^^.l. is)
. The „ain effect of Wordness „as in
the opposite direction fro™ that consistent with a speed-accuracy trade-
oft. That is. error rate on pseudowords (which were sorted ™ore quickly
than nonwords) was lower than that for nonwords (.6. vs. 1.6., respec-
tively). The „ain effect of Length was that error rate increased with
letter string length (.3., 1.3%, and l.T, for 4, 6, and 8 letter
strings, respectively; for the linear trend. F^_^.5.69, p<.05). To su™-
-rize, error rate was generally low. it tended to Increase with letter
string length, and it tended to be higher for nonwords than for pseudo-
words-the opposite of what would be expected if there was a speed-
accuracy trade-off underlying the OEs in the reaction tl»e data.
Because of the design, it is also possible to examine card sorting
time as a function of testing session (1 through 6) and position of a
deck within a testing session (1 through 6). A one-way ANOVA on testing
session revealed only a marginal effect (F =2 00 n< inl a=
^5 40 ^.uu, p .iuj. As can be
seen from the cell means (Appendix 5), there was a slight tendency for
mean sorting time to decrease over testing sessions. So, adults showed
only a slight practice effect, if any, on mean sorting time with
repeated experience a.
.he .a=..
. one.a.
.HOVA on po.Uion of a dec.
"Uhin a testing session did not co.e out significant (P
,o)
Oene.au.. t.en. tHe tesnUs f.o. the.e t„o ^o.. s Indlc':" that. unde.
the testing conditions used, adults performed ,uUe consistent!. In
terms of average card-sorting speed.
SllM-. Por eac, cMld. data across the first si. testing sessions
were combined, so that there „as an average sorting time for 4-letter
pseudowords. for
.-letter non„ords. and so on. These averaged data were
analyzed as a Grade (2) x School (2) x Abilitv tt .K^j X D i y (3) X Wordness (2) x
Length (3) moVA. The first three factors are hetween-suhjects factors,
while the latter two are wlthln-subjects factors. As can be seen by
looking back at Figure la. It was predicted that (1) both first and
third graders would show an OE at least for 4-letter strings, (2) the
third graders would show the adult-like pattern of a linearly increasing
OE with Increases In letter string length, and (3) the first graders
would show some relative attenuation of the OE at the longer letter
Strings.
There were significant main effects of Wordness (F =276 9
P<. 00005) and Length (F^^ ^3=506. 8, p<.00005), but there was also a sig-
nificant interaction between the two (F^^^^=6.70, p<.005). A trend
analysis over Length showed the linear trend for Length differing sig-
nificantly for pseudowords vs. nonwords (F^^ ^^=15. 22, p<.0005). The
slope for pseudowords was 8.1 seconds per letter (506 msec/letter/card),
while the slope for nonwords was 7.7 seconds per letter (481 msec/let-
ter/card). Cell means (averaged over first and third grade) are shown
string lens... This is .He opposite of
.he p«.e™ ob.aine. f.o„
aOuUs, „Ho Showed a ciea. increase in .he si.e o,
.he OE „i.h inc.eas-
-S le..e. s..ins lens.h. M.hongh
.he OE .i. decline „i.h inc.easin,
le.ter string length for the children,
.here was none.heless a highly
Significant OE at each length.
The above results indicate that while
.he children showed s.rong
evidence for an OE, they were not showing a mature pattern of perform-
ance for the longer le.ter strings. 1. was expected, though, that there
would he a Significant difference between first and third graders. The
third graders, with two .ore full years of reading experience, were ex-
pected to show a .ore mature pattern of responding than .he first
graders. In fact, Wordness x Length did no. significantly Interact with
Grade (F^^^g^l.^; Figure 3). There was a very marginal Wordness x
Length X Grade x Ability interaction (F,
,3=1.79, p<.15). Cell means
are shown in Table 6. These cell means do hint at a more adult-like
pattern of responding in the third graders. The first graders, regard-
less of ability level, showed the kind of Wordness x Length interaction
found in the overall ANOVA-i.e., the magnitude of the OE tended to de-
crease with increasing letter string length. The same pattern was shown
by the low ability third graders. However, the medium ability third
graders did not show this decrease, while the high ability third graders
showed a trend for .he OE .0 increase from 4-let.er .0 6-letter strings.
This may seem to be overly belaboring a marginally significant
four-way interaction. The point, though, is that it seems likely that
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TABLE 5
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF WORDNESS AND
LENGTH: CHILDREN
Letter String Length;
PW
NW
Mean
45.9
53.8
49.8
63.1
70.5
66.8
78.
84.
81.4
Mean
62.4
69.4
68
Fig. 3. Relationship Between Magnitude of the Orthography-
Effect and Letter String Length for First Graders, Third Graders,
and Adults.
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had there been greater statistical power, a significant trend would have
emerged for higher ability third graders to perform In a „ore aduU-UUe
fashion with respect to the length variable than the first graders. On
the other hand. It see.s fair to say that there was no dramatic shift
towards a .ore adult-like pattern of responding fro. the first to the
third grade. This pair of points is also illustrated In Table 7, which
shows the percentage of Individuals for which 0E4 was less than 0E6. and
vice versa, at each combination of Grade and Ability. It does appear
that there tended to be more Individuals In the third grade for whom 0E4
was less than 0E6. especially at the High ability level. But. the
pattern In which 0E4 Is greater than 0E6 was nonetheless quite common In
both grades.
There were some other significant sources of variance in the over-
all ANOVA which will now be described. There was a significant interac-
tion between Wordness and Ability (F^^^^=3.56, p<.05), and the relevant
cell means are shown in Table 8. It appears that, averaged across
Length and Grade, the OE for High ability children was larger than that
for the other children (this occurred despite an apparent tendency for
higher ability children to be faster overall, although the main effect
of Ability was not significant-F^
^
^^=1. 31) . One interpretation of this
result is that the OE for the High ability children is "psychologically"
larger—that is, whatever knowledge or skills underly the OE, the High
ability children have more of it than the other children. Caution in
making any interpretation, however, is advisable for two reasons.
First, in an ANOVA done on each grade separately, the Wordness x Ability
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TABLE 7
INDIVIDUAL PATTERNS OF DIFFERENCES IN THE OE BETWEENFOUR AND SIX LETTER STRINGS
^^^^^^^
Grade:
Ability-
High
Medium
Low
Mean
OE 4 < OE 6
50% (5)
33% (4)
36% (4)
39%
OE 4 > OE 6
50% (5)
67% (8)
64% (7)
61%
OE 4 < OE 6 OE 4 > OE 6
69% (9)
44% (4)
33% (2)
54%
31% (4)
56% (5)
67% (4j_
46%
pat^ern^^^J^'''^'''''"^^''
percentage of individuals showing thetern the number m parentheses is the absolute number of individuals showing the pattern. " o r mdivx-
TABLE 8
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF WORDNESS ANDABILITY IN STUDY 1: CHILDREN
interaction „a. not slgnlftcant for either grade (for first grade.
F2,„=2.02; for third grade, F^_^^=2.06). so the finding is not espe-
cially robust, second, the albeit very marginal Mordness x Length x
Grade x Ability interaction (see Table h\^ l 6) is a warning that the Wordness
-
Ability interaction
.ay vary depending upon the combination of Length
and Grade. Specifically, Just fro™ scanning the „ean OEs in Table 6, it
appears in the first grade the OE „as uniformly larger across letter
string length for the High ability children, but that in the third grade
this was true only for 6- and 8-letter strings. In sugary, lacking a
clearly consistent pattern of statistically significant results to which
the wordness x Ability interaction could be tied, not too .uch should be
made of it.
The lack of a main effect of Ability on mean sorting time, men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, deserves further comment. This is a
somewhat surprising result, in that one might expect higher ability
readers to show a greater tendency to stay on-task. It is encouraging
that the sorting task is about as accessible to the lower ability read-
ers as the higher ability readers. However, in the other two studies
lower ability readers were significantly slower than higher ability
readers. There seems to have been a quirk in the sample which may have
contributed to reducing the apparent association between sorting speed
and ability. In all the classrooms except one, the Low ability readers
were slower in mean sorting time than the High ability readers. In one
third grade classroom, however, the Low ability readers were the fastest
of the three ability groups (see Table 6). While neither the Grade x
--"y c.,,„=2.u,
,,,,, , ^
^^^^^^^
actions we.e sis„«icant, in U,..
..^^..^
^^^^^
studies i. see.s prudent to conclude that probably lower ability is in
general associated with slower card sorting speed.
The final set of results fro™ the overall A^OVA concern effects of
Crade. There was a highly significant
.ain effect of Grade on card
sorting tl„e (F^^^,=55.25, p<.00005), with the third graders (.ean=53
sec.) being an average of 24 seconds faster per deck (1.5 sec/card)
than the first graders (.ean.77 sec.,. This, of course, was not unex-
pected, mat is somewhat surprising is that this large difference in
speed did not interact with the OE. The only hint of an interaction
between Grade and Wordness occurred in the marginal Wordness x Length x
Grade x Ability interaction (see Table 6). It is Instructive to take a
look at this interaction because it demonstrates one way in which a
grade difference in absolute size of OE could be attenuated despite sone
real differences. That is, especially for the Medium and High ability
groups, the third grade OE was actually smaller than the first grade OE
for 4-letter strings, but this relation was reversed for longer letter
strings. Indeed, in the other two studies yet to be reported, where
only 4-letter strings were used, the third graders were both signifi-
cantly faster in average card sorting speed than the first graders, and
they showed a significantly smaller OE. Nonetheless, in Study 1 the
relevant interaction was marginal, while the grade difference in speed
was large and very reliable. In the Introduction it was pointed out
that in some other studies using RT measures of the OE, both reaction
time and absolute magnitude of the OF jE declined with age. The data for
Study 1 clearly show the former trend, but not the latter.
There was, though, another aspect of the data which showed a
positive correlation between sortnnai g time and magnitude of the OE, that
IS, in which slower carH <sr,yi-^^^sorting was associated with larger OE's. There
-re low to moderate positive correlations between speed of sorting A-
letter string decks and the magnitude of 0E4 In both the first grade
(r=.35, p<.03) and the third grade (r-.55 p< 005) Tb» , •V .jj, ^.uu:);. he correlations
were low for 0E6: r=.27 d< m- ,„jP<.07, and r=.31, p<.06; for first and third
grades, respectively. The correlations were nonsignificant for 0E8
(r=.02, and r=.20, for first and third grades, respectively). So,
within a grade there was some Indication that slower card sorting was
associated with larger OEs, but this was reliable only for the 4-letter
strings. This decline In the magnitude of the association with increas-
ing letter string length parallels the decline In magnitude of the OE
vith increasing letter string length. The result for the correlation
coefficients Is perhaps another indication that for the children appli-
cation of orthographic knowledge is more problematic for the longer
letter strings.
The only other significant association between Grade and card
sorting time was a Length x Grade interaction (^^^^^=9.78, p<.0001; for
the linear trend,
^^^=10. ^2, p<.005). Cell means are shown in Table
9. Basically, the linear increase in sorting time with increases in
letter string length was greater for the first graders (slope=8.9 sec/
letter, or 556 msec/letter/card) than for the third graders (slope=6.7
TABLE 9
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OFLENGTH AND GRADE IN STUDY 1
Grade
Letter String Length
sec/letter, c. 419
.sec/letter/card). So, not only „e«
.he fl.st
Sraders slowe. overall than the thl.d g.aders (Grade „aln effect,
, hut
they also required more time per addi>-!n., i i-Lme ditional letter than the third
graders.
in addition to the preceding ANOVA on sorting ti.es, an ANOVA was
done on error rates In order to check for speed-accuracy trade-offs.
The overall error rate was ,ulte low, at 1.6. (error rate for adults was
1.1%). There was a significant main effect of Wordness (F =6 91
P<.02), but it was in the opposite direction from what would be expected
from a speed-accuracy trade-off. Error rate for pseudowords (1.5%),
which were sorted more quickly, „as lower than that tor nonwords (l.M).
There were no significant interactions involving Wordness. So, speed-
accuracy trade-offs were not contaminating the OEs obtained in the
sorting time data.
There was a significant main effect of Grade (F =60 181,48 "^--LO'
P<. 00005), with first graders making more errors (2.6%) than third
graders (.3%). Grade also interacted with School (F =5.70, p<.03)
and Length (F2^g^=8.30, p<.0005). As can be seen from Table 10, the
discrepancy in error rate between the first and third grades was greater
in Gill (3.1%) than in Colrain (1.8%). As can be seen from Table 11 the
linear increase in error rate with increasing letter string length was
greater for the first grade than the third grade (F^^ ^3=^6. 59, p<.0005).
It will be recalled that there was also a Grade x Length interaction for
sorting times, with the first graders' sorting times increasing more
rapidly with additional letters than the third graders' sorting times.
TABLE 10
ERROR RATE AS A FUNCTION OF GRADE
AND SCHOOL: STUDY ll
Grade:
School
Colrain
Gill
2.2% (.35)
3.3% (.53)
.4% (.06)
.2% (.04
K^'^'^y
""^^^ expressed as percent errors per deck of 16 r^rHthe number in parenthpciPQ lo m,^ ou i ^ , u K r Lb ca d
16 cards.
P^^^^^heses xs the absolute number of errors per derkc
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TABLE 11
ERROR RATE AS A FUNCTION OF LENGTH AND GRADE^
Grade
Letter String Length;
1.4% (.23)
.1% (.02)
2.9% (.46)
.4% (.06)
3.5% (.57)
.5% (.08)
r. k"""""^
""^^^ expressed as percent errors per deck of 16 card..-the number m parentheses -r- , ^ . °^ ds,
16 cards.
- r-- ui. xu a :
-s IS the absolute number of errors per deck of
These
.a.a for error
.a.e can .e
.a.en as anothe.
....ea..on
..at
.Ke
fxrst graders have relatively
.ore difficulty than the third graders
working with the longer letter strings.
Another analysis of the error data that was considered was an
analysis of the frequency of "sa.e" errors (saying "sa^e" when the let-
ter strings are in fact different) as a function of position in letter
string. This has the potential of indicating where the children are
having trouble applying knowledge of orthography. For example, perhaps
children do not .ake .any errors on the first four positions of 6- and
8-letter pseudowords relative to nonwords, but .ake quite a few errors
thereafter. This could be taken as indicating that the children have
greatest difficulty applying orthographic knowledge to the ends of the
longer pseudowords. Some pattern like this would fit well with a find-
ing that the OE does not increase, or perhaps even decreases, with
creasing letter string length. While this kind of error analysis cl
ly has promise, it could not be usefully applied to the present data,
because error rates were simply too low. Plots of the frequency of
errors as a function of letter position revealed few comprehensible
patterns. It is probably the case that generating a usable set of
reaction time data and generating a usable set of error data are not
especially compatible goals, due to the pitfalls of speed-accuracy
tradeoffs. The present research opted for good reaction time data. A
somewhat different study would have to be run to get good error data.
The last set of data to be reported for Study 1 concern the Row
(testing session) and Column (position of deck within a testing
m-
ear-
session) effects. There was a highly tpH.kid n i reliable mam effect of Row
(^5,2A5=".67, p<.00005). „o„ever, there „ere also significant Row X
Grade (F3
^^3=3.83, p<.005), Row x School (F =4 10 n< nos^ .5,245 P<-005), and Row
K Ability (F^„_,„-2.56, p<.01) interactions. Cell „eans are sho™ in
Table 12. Basically, all groups showed a decline in sorting ti.e over
testing sessions, but the «gnitude was less for Gill than for Colrain
(for the linear trend, F =6 lU c\i\ j -,
' 1,49 P<-02), and less for the third
graders than the first graders (for the linear trend,
^,=6.25. p<.02).
Also, the High ability readers showed a so.ewhat larger decline than the
other two ability groups (for the linear trend, F,_„=3.91. p<.03).
These declines in sorting time between the first and last testing ses-
sions were all quite substantial, ranging from 11.9 seconds (744 msec
par card) for the third graders, to 20.2 seconds (1,262 msec per card)
for the first graders.
There was a reliable main effect of Column
^[^^^=1 . P<. 00005)
in the data, but also significant interactions with School (F =4 855,245
P<.005) and with Grade and School (F3^ 245=2- 99, p<.02). Cell means are
shown in Table 13. Basically, it appears there was a tendency for sort-
ing time to increase across decks, especially just after the first deck.
This pattern was most pronounced in the Colrain first grade (maximum
decline=7.6 seconds, or 475 msec per card), least pronounced in the Gill
first grade (1.4 seconds, or 88 msec per card), and intermediate for the
Colrain third grade (3.5 seconds, or 217 msec per card) and the Gill
third grade (2.6 seconds, or 163 msec per card).
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Overall
Row X
TABLE 12
ROW EFFECTS IN STUDY 1: CHILDREN^
Rl
76.5
R2
68.9
Row Effect
R3
64.6
R4
64.7
R5
61.0
R6
60.1
School ;
Colrain
Gill
Grade ;
1
3
Ability :
High
Medium
Low
79.0
72.8
89.8
60,8
70.9
75.7
84.4
70.4
66.8
80.6
55.2
67.5
66.8
73.5
64.3
65.0
74.6
52.8
60.8
62.7
71.9
63.6
66.3
76.6
50.7
59.0
63.9
73.0
60.3
60.5
69.7
49.4
54.0
61.5
69.2
59.9
60.5
69.6
48.9
52.6
60.6
68.7
Data are mean sorting times in seconds.
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TABLE 13
COLUMN EFFECTS IN STUDY 1: CHILDREN^
Column Effect:
CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Overall 63.8 66.4 65.4 65.9 67.3 67.1
Column X
School:
Colrain
Gill
62.9
65.0
66.9
65.7
65.0
65.8
66.6
65.0
68.5
65.8
67.6
66.4
Grade x School:
, Colrain
Gill
~ Colrain
Gill
72.9
76.5
49.0
54.4
77.6
77.2
51.9
55.1
75.7
77.3
50.1
55.2
78.0
76.5
50.7
54.3
80.5
75.3
51.6
57.0
78.4
77.9
52.5
55.7
Data are mean sorting times in seconds.
M-^. The aduU su.,ects in ..e p.esen. stud, pe.fo^ed as pre-
dicted, showing an OE that increased linearly with increasing letter
string length. The prediction was based on a straightforward applica-
tion of the results of Eichel.an (1970), and Well et al. (1975), who
also Showed that when a sa.e-dif ferent matching task is used, the OE
increases in magnitude as letter string length increases. Therefore,
the present implementation of the same-different matching task does
'
produce results consistent with other implementations of the procedure.
The linear increase in the size of the OE with increasing letter
string length is interpreted as indicating relatively uniform applica-
tion of orthographic knowledge throughout a regularly spelled letter
string (Well et al., 1975). While the adults did show this uniformity,
the children did not. For the first and third grade data averaged
together, the OE actually declined in a linear fashion as letter string
length increased from 4 to 6 to 8 letters, although the OE was still
highly significant at each length.
It was cautioned that the decline in the OE seemed somewhat more
typical of the first graders than of the third graders (although there
was no statistically significant difference between the first and third
graders in the function relating the OE and letter string length).
Nonetheless, it had been expected there would be a clearer difference
between the first and third graders, with the third graders showing a
distinctly more mature pattern of performance. Since the remaining two
studies to be reported provide additional information on the nature of
the knowledge of orthography in the children, further interpretation of
the above res.Us will delayed ™ui .He Cene.al Olsc.sslcn. To.
now.
.„o obse„aeions be .ade. p,.3t.
.be OH „as a „bus. pbe„o»e-
non m these children. The OEs were as relT.hl.,iably present in the first
graders as in the third graders, and moreover, at least within the first
grade, there was no evidence that magnitude of the OE interacted with
reading ability. Second, despite this robustness in the early appear-
ance Of the OE, it nonetheless undergoes an extended period of develop-
ment with respect to appearance in longer letter strings. m the
present sa.ple, two full additional years of reading experience had
relatively little i.pact (and no statistically significant i.pact) on
application of orthographic knowledge to longer letter strings. There
is apparently something about the longer pseudowords which is a signifi-
cant obstacle to the application of orthographic knowledge. What this
obstacle might be depends of course on one's model of how knowledge of
orthography is represented in the head, and this will be considered
further in the General Discussion.
Another aspect of the results for Study 1 that deserves comment is
the relationship between overall speed of card sorting and the absolute
magnitude of the OE. The relationship is of some interest because, as
was discussed in the Introduction, previous work on the development of
the OE has relied on the strategy of comparing absolute magnitude of the
OE across age in order to detect developmental changes, despite large
increases in speed with increasing age. It was argued that this is a
dangerous course to follow given that the reasons for that increase in
speed are not well understood, nor are its consequences for reaction
ti.e
.easu.es of the OE. The present research is not r.ly.., on this
strategy to .a.e developmental comparisons, hut it is of interest to se.
what relations between speed and the OE did emerge.
Basically, there was evidence hoth for and against a relationship
on the one hand, there was no statistically significant difference be-
tween the first and third graders in the average absolute magnitude of
the OE, even though the third graders sorted a card deck an average of
24 seconds faster than the first graders. On the other hand, within
each grade there were significant positive correlations between sorting
time and magnitude of the OE. It should be noted that in the two
studies yet to be reported the third graders were faster and did show a
significantly smaller OE. So, the lack of a difference in size of the
OE across grade in Study 1 might have changed had there been greater
statistical power. Nonetheless, it is clear there is no simple rela-
tionship between speed and OE. The third graders seemed to move more
quickly during sorting than the first graders, and they seemed more eco-
nomical in their movements and more able to maintain attention to the
task. These kinds of differences would produce a significant decline in
sorting time, without necessarily affecting the OE, since these factors
presumably affect different stages of task performance than the OE.
However, there may be other aspects of general speed which do affect the
same stages of task performance as the OE, given the within-grade dif-
ferences in size of the OE found in the other studies to be reported.
It is only possible to speculate on the nature of this connection. As
pointed out in the Introduction, one kind of approach is to suppose
1978); another approach
. .„pp„3e
.Ke.e
..„e U.a o. ne.aUve
'
co^exation
.e.„ee„ pe.ee.ve.
.as. ,„ac.X., an, ,e„e„X speea.
.he
present data do not nerTm^ •p mt a choice between these two approaches, but
then neither do the Drpcspnhp ese t data rely on making such a choice In order
to proceed with making developmental comparisons of the OE.
Finally, there are some possible Implications of the significant
neither the row by column nor the row x colu™
. treatment Interactions
are separable from the treatment effects of Interest. Therefore, to the
degree that any such Interactions exist, estimates of treatment effects
are distorted, m the present context. If the effect of position of a
deck within a testing session varies over testing sessions, or If the
treatment interacts with the combination of testing session and position
of deck, then estimates of treatment effects will be distorted. The
existence of significant row and column effects does not, of course,
necessarily l.ply the existence of either of the above interactions.'
However, given that correlations have been found between reaction time
and magnitude of the OE m the three studies reported here, one would
feel a little more comfortable had no significant row or column effects
been found. That would have implied stable, consistent performance, and
the possibility of row x column or row x column x treatment Interactions
would have seemed smaller. This suggests an additional practice session
or two might have been appropriate, although that was not really a
practical option for the nrecjpnt- c.^ ^•i-iic p esent studies PT^r^n *-u^t.give that there were already
eleven testing sessions with each child. Nonetheless, in future re-
search using the card-sorting procedure, perhaps additional effort
should be .ade to bring performance down to asymptotic level before
implementation of experimental treatments.
^^^^^^^-^-^-^^^Snitude^^
m a Case Difference Tp qV
In Study 2, subjects evaluated pairs of 4-letter strings for
equality of letter cases, as opposed to the criterion of equality of
letter identity used in the other two studies. This manipulation was
done to assess two aspects of the OE as measured by the same-different
-tching task: (1) whether or not the OE is based primarily on an ad-
vantage for pseudowords over nonwords in the generation of phonological
codes, and (2) whether the OE depends upon supra-letter visual features.
The occurrence of an OE in a case-difference task implies that phonolo-
gical codes are not involved in any important way in the OE, and that
familiar supra-letter visual features do not mediate the OE (Pollatsek
et al., 1975).
Adults. Pollatsek et al. (1975) found that adult subjects do show an OE
in a case-difference task, so data for the adult subjects will be re-
ported first as a check on whether the procedure used replicates this
finding. First, there was no evidence for gross disturbance of the
adults' performance from having to change from a letter-difference task
(the first four decks in a testing session) to the case-difference task
(the last two decs). be recalled that the fi.st fou. decUs in
the testing session were for Study 3, in which OEs were assessed for 4-
letter strings that were either all upper case or all lower case,
.or
the adults, error rates were very low in both studies, being
.2% for the
lower vs. upper case decks, and
.4% for the case-difference decks. Fur-
ther, there was no significant difference in average sorting ti.e
between the lower-case nonword decks in Study 3 and the case-different
nonword decks (24.6 and 23.9 seconds, respectively). The lower-case
nonword decks were chosen as a standard of comparison here because
(a) the sorting times are uncontaminated by any OE, and (b) the lower-
case decks represent the most familiar type of letter string. To
summarize, performance on the case-difference task by the adults was not
accompanied by any disruptions in overall speed or error rate. This
will be taken as permission to interpret any observed OE along the lines
described earlier.
Adults did show a highly significant OE in the case-difference
task: the mean sorting time for pseudowords was 22.28 seconds, and for
nonwords it was 23.93 seconds, creating an OE of 1.65 seconds
^^1,8^^^-^^' P<.0005). Per card, this amounts to a 103 msec advantage
for pseudowords over nonwords.
It is of interest how this OE compares in magnitude with that for
4-letter, lower-case letter strings in a letter-difference task. Be-
cause the two tasks are different, one cannot assume the OEs should be
identical in magnitude. However, as with overall speed and error rate,
a large discrepancy in magnitude would be a flag for caution in
interp.etaUon-for example, a Xa.se. OE for .He let.e.-«„e.e„.
.as.
could indlca.e
.ha. bo.h phonological and visual fac.o.s con.rlhu.e
.c
the OE m .ha. .,pe of .ask (Polla.seR e. al., 1,„) . m fac. using
.he da.a on 4-le..e.. lo„e.-case le..e. s..lngs collec.ed In .he fl.s.
pa.t of .ha .es.lng session,
.ha OE for .he case-difference
.ask (1.65
seconds) was sor»e„ha. smaller
.han
.ha OE for .ha le..a.-dlf ferenca
.ask
(2.« seconds), bu. not significantly so (.3-1.59, p>.15).
Error rates were not s.a.ls.ically analyzed because
.hay were so
low (mean=.4%).
Because of the design used, it is also possible to analyze "row"
(i.e., testing session) and "column" (i.e., position of deck within a
testing session) results. There was a significant row effect (R^=24.08,
R2=23.82, R3=22.38, R^=22.16;
^,^,^=5.00, p<.01). Trend analysis revealed
there was a significant linear decline in average sorting time over
testing sessions (F^^g^lO.yS, p<.02). There was also a significant
column effect (F^^3=7.56, p<.03), with the first of the two case-,,
difference decks being sorted somewhat more slowly than the second
(23.24 and 22.97 seconds, respectively). So, there was a bit of a prac-
tice effect over testing sessions, and people were faster, on the aver-
age, on the second of the two case-difference decks-probably because
they knew it was the last deck in the testing session and they wanted to
leave with a flourish.
To summarize, the results of Pollatsek et al. (1975) were repli-
cated, in that an OE was. found in the case-difference task, and it
turned out to be comparable In magnitude to that found in a letter-
difference task.
le case-
Children. We now turn to the children's performance on th,
difference tasU. Kl.st, as with the adults, there was little evidence
for gross disturbance of performance associated with the transition from
the letter-difference tas. (fl.st four dec.s In the testing session) to
the case-difference tas. (last two decks),
.or the fl.st graders, error
rates were In general low. being 2.1. fo. the first four decks, and 2.7.
for the case-difference decks (tj^^l.sS. N.S.). Average sorting time
for the lower-case nonword decks (data taken from the first four decks)
was not significantly different from that for nonword decks In the case-
difference study (48.4 vs. 48.8 seconds, respectively; t=.43). For the
third graders, error rates again were generally low, although the error
rate for case-difference decks was significantly greater than that for
the letter-difference decks (2.2% vs. 1.5%, respectively; t
-2.20,
P<.05). This difference will not, however, be taken as indicating a
need to modify Interpretation of any OE's that occur, given both the
small size of the difference (.7%, or .11 cards per deck), and the
generally low error rate. Average sorting time for the lower-case
nonword decks (data taken from the first four decks) was not signifi-
cantly different from that for the nonword decks in the case-difference
study (33.7 and 34.5 seconds, respectively; t2,=1.25).
The children's data were analyzed using a Grade (2) x School (2) x
Ability (3) X Wordness (2) ANOVA, with Grade, School, and Ability being
between-subjects factors, and Wordness being a wlthin-subjects factor.
There a si^niUcan.
.a.n e„ec. Wo.anes. (.^ ^ =„o.«
P<.00003). „UH p3e..o„o.a
.ec.s
.eins so«ea in an ave™,! Le
^
38.9 seconds, and nonword decks In «.6 seconds. So.
.he OE was 4 7
seconds, or, e,uivalenay.
.Here „as a 29. ™sec average advantage per
letter string pair for pseudowords over nonwords. Wordness, however,
did interact with Grade (F =a n? r.^
^'l,53 "^-"^^ P<.05). From Table 14 it can be
seen that the OE was larger for the first graders rs ?^j-i-oL a (^.2 seconds, or 325
-ec per card) than the third graders (4.1 seconds, or 256 ™sec per
card), although at both grades the OE was highly significant (for first
grade. t3^=17.4. p<.00005; for third grade. t33=12.22. p<.00005). Fur-
ther. It should be kept m .ind that the first graders were substantial-
ly Slower overall in average sorting speed than the third graders (47.9
vs. 33.1 seconds, respectively), as shown by the highly significant
effect of Grade (F,^ 33=35. 75, p<.00005). As was noted in the Introduc-
tion, other developmental studies have sometl„,es found the magnitude of
the OE to decrease with age, but because of parallel declines in reac-
tion time In general, interpretation is problematic. There were no
other significant Interactions Involving Wordness.
As with the adult subjects, the OEs found in the first and third
grades were similar in magnitude to those found for the lower-case let-
ter strings measured as a part of Study 3. For the first grade, the
average case-difference OE was 4.9 seconds, and the average letter-
difference OE was 5.8 seconds (estimates used here are based on subjects
contributing data to both studies; t32=1.39, N.S.). For the third grade
the OEs were, respectively, 3.8 seconds and 3.9 seconds (t =.22, N.S.).
TABLE 14
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF WORDNESS
AND GRADE IN STUDY 2
Grade;
PW
NW
OE
45.3
50.5
5.2
31.0
35.1
4.1
m addition
.o .He p.ecedin, analysis of sor.ln,
.i^.s, an
was done on error rates. The .ean error rate was low. at 2. « The
only significant effect in the AHOVA was the Wordness
. Grade
. AhlUty
Interaction (F„ =3 r-> m\ u2,53 P<.03), sho«, in Table 15. The pattern of
means is not especially systematic and ,-f hy c , it does not appear that speed-
accuracy trade-offs were a problem.
ANOVA's were also done on the "row" (testing session) and "column"
(position of deck within a session) dimensions of the latin square.
There was a significant main effect of row (F3 ^^^.20.9S, p<.00005).
supported hy a significant linear trend (P^ 33=53.89, p<.00005). The
row means, that is to say the means for the four testing sessions, were
41.8, 40.8, and 37.3 seconds, in chronological order, clearly the
children tended to get faster over testing sessions. There was also a
significant effect of column (F, =4 99 (131 ,„i-h ,1, c-1,53 P^'UJ) wit the first deck in
a session being sorted somewhat more slowly than the second deck (41.6
and 40.9 seconds, respectively).
Discussion. The results for Study 2 were quite straightforward. First,
neither the adults or the children showed any disruption of performance
associated with making the change from a letter-different task (used in
the other two studies) to a case-different task.
Secondly, first graders, third graders, and adults all showed
highly reliable OEs in this case-difference task. There was no evidence
that the first graders showed a smaller OE than the third graders.
Indeed, the first graders showed a somewhat larger OE, although they
were also substantially slower overall than the third graders.
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Seneration of phonological codes. Rather.
.He OE resides In visual
perceptual processes. Further, because the OEs were obtained even
though most of the D^irc: r,fpaxrs of letter strxngs had unusual case transitions,
in none of the age levels does it appear that thp okn e OEs were mediated by
supra-letter visual features q^„^., t •. Study 3 is a further check on this latter
finding,
Thirdly, the OEs obtained In Study 2 were robust. In the sense
that neither within each grade nor averaging across the two grades was
there any significant association between the OE and reading ability.
^'^"''y 3: Effects of Letter Case
on the Orthography Effect
The purpose of Study 3 was to compare, using 4-letter strings, the
magnitude of OEs obtained using letter strings all in lower-case vs.
letter strings all in upper-case. The rationale for this comparison
overlaps with that for the previous study, in that this manipulation is
also a test of whether the OE depends upon familiarity of supra-letter
visual features. In the reading programs sampled for this study, almost
all words were spelled in lower-case. If the OE depends upon supra-
letter features, then presumably this large difference in frequency of
exposure to lower-case vs. upper-case words would show up in a reduced
OE for upper-case letter strings in comparison to lower-case letter
strings. Results from the case-difference task used in Study 2 suggest
supra-letter visual features are not critical for the OE in first
expee.ea
.,a.
..e OE .o.
.ppe.-ease Xe.e. s...,3 s.o... ^ Xess
-an Xowe^ease
.e.e. 3...,3
.
,,,,,
^^^^^^^
-Hi^- -e aata .o. ..e a..Us we.e anaX...
..n, a Case (.) .
ness (2) repeated-.easures MOVA. The adults (see Table 16) showed hoth
a significant main effect of Wordness (F =55 59 n< onm ^ .V
-j^^g ODoy, p .0001) and an in-
teraction between Wordness and Case (F =i oi 0^^V 3^^g /.U , p<. 3). The OE for
lower-case letter strings was 2.43 seconds nS9(152 msec per card) vs. 2.76
seconds (173 msec nprpe card) for upper-case letter strings. The adults
"ere not significantly slower overall for upper-case as opposed to
lower-case letter strings (F^^3.2.10, p>.15). That the OE for the
upper-case letter strings was not less than that for lower-case letter
strings falls to support the hypothesis that the OE depends upon supra-
letter visual features. That the OE for upper-case letter strings was
actually the larger of the two will be considered further In the Discus-
sion.
Overall error rate for the adults was only
.2%, so speed-accuracy
trade-offs were not a factor in the results.
As for the other aspects of the data generated by the latin square
design, the adults showed no significant row effect (i.e., testing ses-
sion; F32^=1.21) or column effect (i.e., position of deck within a test-
ing session;
"^-^^^1^=1.1^). A comparison of the lower-case OE in this
study with that for the lower-case 4-letter strings in Study 1 (2.97
seconds) revealed no significant difference (t =1.25), although adults
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TABLE 16
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OFWORDNESS AND CASE: ADULTS
Case
:
Lower Upper
PW
NW
OE
22.13
24.56
2.43
22.60
25.36
2.76
100
did sort the non-word decks more quickly in thl. ^ . uW x Ki is study than in the lat-
ter (24.56 vs. 27.12 seconds, respectively; t3=3.58, p<.01).
-ild^- The data
.or the children
.ere analysed usin. a Crade (2) .
school (2)
.
Ahility (3) . Case (2) . Wordness (2) A.OVA,
.here Crade
School, and Ability were between-subjects factors .n. rJticcs t , a d Case and Wordness
were within-subj ects factors.
There was a significant main effect of Wordness (F
=297.46,
P<. 00005), as well as a «?ian-!f^ . •
1,48 »
significant interaction between Wordness and
Grade (F^^^g=9.35, p<.005). Cell
.eans are shown in Table 17. The
average OE in the first grade (6.1 seconds or -^fiivu.j. faecon , 381 msec per card) was
larger Chan ,hat In the third grade (..1 seconds, or 256 .sec per card).
The first graders were also significantly slower overall than the third
graders (47.2 vs. 32.2 seconds, respectively; F,_,,=37.82. p<.ooO05).
In addition there was a marginal Case x Wordness'x Grade x Ability in-
teraction (F2^^3=3.04. p<.06). cell means are shown in Table 18. Bas-
ically, all groups showed a larger OE for the upper-case than the lower-
case letter strings, except the Mediur, ability first graders and the Low
ability third graders, who showed slight reversals. Since these excep-
tions do not seem especially systematic, this four-way interaction will
be interpreted as indicating a trend for the upper-case OE to be some-
what larger than the lower-case OE.
In terms of overall sorting speed for upper-case vs. lower-case
decks, the results were complicated. There was a significant main
effect of Case (F^^^g,13. 58, p<.001), i„ which the lower-case decks
were, on the average, sorted more quickly than the upper-case decks
TABLE 17
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF WORDNESSAND GRADE IN STUDY 3
^^^^^^^^
Grade
PW
NW
OE
44.2
50.2
6.0
30.1
34.2
4.1
102
TABLE 18
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF WORDNESS,CASE, GRADE, AND ABILITY
Grade Ability
Case
:
Lower Upper
High
NW
OE
Medium
NW
OE
Low py
NW
OE
Overall for
Grade 1 PW
NW
OE
3 High PW
NW
OE
Medium PW
NW
OE
Low PW
NW
OE
Overall for
Grade 3 PW
NW
OE
Averaging over grade
level and ability PW 37.9 38 8
NW 42.4 44.3
OE 4.5 5.5
38.4 39.8
44.5 47.9
6 .
1
8.1
42.5 44.7
49.3 50.1
b . o 5.4
47.8 50.5
52.1 JO . J
4.3 5.8
43.1 45.3
49.0 51.5
5.9 6.2
27.3 27.1
30.9 31.6
3.6 4.5
30.8 32.0
34.8 37.2
4.0 5.2
33.4 33.9
37.5 37.8
4.1 3.9
29.9 30.3
33.7 34.8
3.8 4.5
(39.9 seconds vs. 41.5 spnonHoec ds, respectively). However. Case interacted
with Grade (F,_,3=6.2.. p<.02) and with School (F =5 15 „< n..
^, 1,48 P<-03), andthere was a
.ar.lnall. sl.niaeant Case
. Crade
. School
. .hlUt.
interaction (V --i n7(^2,48-3-0^ P<.06). cell „eans are shown In Tables 19 and
20. Further analyses revealed that In GUI there was no „ain e„ect of
case (F,_,3.1.13), nor did Case Interact with Grade (F^
^3,2.37). ,^1-
'''2,18'l-^°)> the combination of the two (P gg. <.
2 18 So, there
was no statistically reliable tendency for the Gill subjects to be any
Slower on npper-case dec.s relative to lower-case dec.s. In Colrain, on
the other hand, there was a highly reliable „ain effect of Case
(^1,30=18.95, p<.0001). and there were Interactions between Case and
Grade (F,_3g=4.36, p<.05) and among Case, Grade, and Ability
(^2,30=3.71, p<.05). Since the flnctuatlons in Case effect associated
with Ability do not look especially systematic, it will be concluded
that in colrain there was a trend for upper-case decks to be sorted more
slowly than lower-case decks, although this trend was stronger in the
first grade than the third grade. It is not known what might have led
to this difference between the schools. I„ any case it is not a large
difference.
The only other significant effects in the ANOVA of sorting times
were a main effect of Ability (F =4 6i n< m\ a
2,48 ^•°-'-» P<-02) and an interaction be-
tween Ability and School (F =3 30 n< n'^^ n ^^
^2,48 P<.05). Cell means are shown in
Table 21. Gill subjects did not show any Ability effect (F =.08),
2 y 18
whereas Colrain subjects did (F =« 48 n< n^^^ t r ^2,30 P'^-UOS). In Colrain, sorting
time decreased with increasing reading ability.
TABLE 19
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC) AS A FUNCTION OF CASE ANDGRADE, AND CASE AND SCHOOL
Case
:
Lower Upper
Grade
1
3
School
46.0
31.8
48.4
32.5
Colrain
Gill
40.2
29.1
42.5
40.0
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TABLE 20
MEAN SORTING TIME
GRADE,
(SEC) AS A FUNCTION
SCHOOL, AND ABILITY
OF CASE,
School Grade
—
High
Ability:
Medium Low
Colrain 1 Lower
upper
37.7
42 .2
45.9
47.4
50.9
53.9
1 ci . D 4
.
0
3 Lower
Upper
26.1
26.8
31.9
35.0
44.6
44.3
.7 3.1
-.3
Gill 1 Lower
Upper
46.1
45.8
45.9
47.6
49.9
52.5
-.3 1.7 2.6
3 Lower
Upper
32.1
31.9
-.2
35.1
33.6
-1.5
28.6
29.5
.9
106
TABLE 21
MEAN SORTING TIME (SEC)
AND ABILITY
AS A FUNCTION OF
IN STUDY 3
SCHOOL
Ability:
School High Medium Low
Colrain
Gill
32.6
37.6
42.2
42.6
49. 7
40.1
107
An ANOVA of the error rates fan»^ ^iled to provide any evidence for
speed-accuracy trade-offs. The overall error rate was only l.s-/,, ^here
«ere ™al„ effects of Case (F,^,3=n.52, p<.0O5) and Wordness
(^1,48-^-^*. P<.05). and the Interaction between the two was slgnlfl-
<^1.A8=^-". P<.04,. cell „eans are Shown m Tahle 22. Basically
nonword and pseudoword lower-case letter strings did not differ In erro]
(.oth at 1.3.,. hut there was a higher error rate for nonword
upper-case letter strings (2.6.) than pseudoword upper-case letter
-rlnss (l.„). The only other significant effect was a .aln effect
of School (F =7 r>^ m\
1,48 ^-83, P<.01), xn whxch error rates were lower in Gill
(1.0%) than in Colrain (2.2%).
An ANOVA of the Row (testing session) effects revealed a signifi-
cant ™aln effect of How (F3_
,,,=17. 27, p<.00005, as well as significant
interactions between Row and Grade (F --^ ia . n.N .3,144" ' P'^-O^) and Row and
school (F2^,33=2.89, p<.04). Cell means are shown In Table 23. Basic-
ally, all groups showed declines In sorting time over testing sessions.
Third graders showed less of a decline than the first graders (for the
linear trend. F,^,3,7.18, p<.01). The Gill subjects showed the same
magnitude of decline as the Colrain subjects, except that the declines
were distributed differently arrn^o i-u^ ^ ^ .i c oss the four testing sessions (for the
cubic trend, F^^^g=5.63, p<.03).
An ANOVA of the Column (position of deck) effects revealed no sig-
nificant effects involving Column.
Finally, it is possible to compare the OE for the 4-letter lower-
case letter strings in this study with that for the 4-letter lower-case
108
TABLE 22
ERROR RATE AS A FUNCTION OP WORDNESS AND CASE: CHILDREN^
Case
;
Upper
1.3% (.20) 1.9^ (NW 1.3% (.20) 2.6% (.41)
The number in Darenthpcoo
-i ^ *-u
card deck.
P eses is the average number of errors per 16
TABLE 23
EFFECTS IN STUDY 3: CHILDREN^
Overall
Row X
School
Gill
Grade:
1
Row Effects;
Rl R2
43.5 41.4
R3
39.8
^^-2 41.2 41.3
42.5 41.7 37.5
50.4 48.8 46.3
34.5 31.7 31.3
The data are mean sorting times in seconds.
uo
letter strings In Study 1. This permits assessing the effect of the
Seneral speeding np over testing sessions on the magnitude of the 0.
-
noted earlier, the adults were faster on the
.-letter dec.s In this
stud, than in Stud. 1, although there was no significant difference he-
tween the obtained OEs. Udina i-y.^ / is g the 4-letter nonword decks as a criter-
ion, sorting times were faster in thic ^ um s study than in Study 1 for both
first graders (49. 0 vc; A9 q ^„s. 62.5 seconds, respectively; t^^-s.u, p<.0005)
and third graders (32.7 vs. «.0 seconds, respectively; t =8 57
P<-0005). ^nd. the OKs were smaller In this study than Z nj. study
for both the first graders (5.8 vs. 8.3 seconds, respectively; t3^.3.49
P<.001; estimates are based on subjects co»on to both studies) L the'
.hlrd graders (3.8 vs. 7.1 seconds, respectively; t,,.4.57. p<.0005).
SO, here Is another Indication for an association between general speed
and absolute magnitude of the OE.
2iS£U£Slon. The primary question addressed by Study 3 was Whether or
not the OE Is smaller for upper-case letter strings than for lower-case
letter strings. If It Is not, then this will be taken as evidence that
the OE is not mediated by supra-letter visual features. The data showed
that neither the adults, the first graders, or the third graders showed
any consistent evidence for the upper-case OE being smaller than the
lower-case OE. Therefore It appears that at none of the age levels
tested was the OE being mediated by supra-letter visual features.
The adults actually showed a somewhat larger upper-case OE than
lower-case OE, and the children showed a similar trend. One possible
reason for this has to do with the dlscrimlnabUlty of upper vs.
Ill
« a p.ees. .
^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^the letter identity comparisons. Becau.. 1se lower-case letter strings are
^o.e <..3C..„,„.,,.
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^
^^^^^
eo„pa..3on process „oul. Ha.e
.o.e ,.p...
upper-case letter strinp^, t^,,-ngs. This would have the effect of reducing the
magnitude of the OE for lower-case letter strln, , •i gs relative to upper-case
letter strings (of. Krueger, 1„,)
. , ,,,,,,,
^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^
suh.ects
.a. react to the poor discri„inahilit. of upper-case nonwords
by Slowing down generally. These two possihllities cannot he disen-
tangled in the present data.
In a Similar vein, for the children there turned out to he a fair-
ly large reduction in the magnitude of the OE for A-letter lower-case
letter strings hetween Stud, 1 (fi.st si. testing sessions) and Study 3
(last four testing sessions), which was accompanied hy a significant de-
cline in the ti.e needed to sort the nonword decks (differences among
age levels were still significant, though). Discussion of the general
-sue Of how magnitude of the OE relates to overall speed will he post-
poned until the General Discussion. For now, this result should be
noted as a striking example of how within individuals (children, not
adults) a change in overall speed can be correlated with the OE.
Finally, this study again confirms the robustness of the early
appearance of the OE. Although there were some indications that lower
ability subjects tended to sort the decks more slowly than higher
« any systematic way with reading ability.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
,o.Xs o. .He p.esen.
.sea.c. p.o.ec. „e.e: a, ,.3c...ethe develop.en. o.
..e OK
^ ^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^
strins lens.h (s..,
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^
any i.po«.„. role
.He OEs oH=e„ea (S...
.o
.e.e™.„e
Whether
.e OKs „e.e „e.a.e.
^up.a-.e.e.
..3..
.ee.^es (S.a.es
.
and 3)
The adults performed as expected. The fact ^h.^ f ,itie r t at for them the OE
- 8 le„e.s is consistent wUh o.He.
.esea.c, (B...e., „,8; Kic.eX.an,
1970; well e. al.. 1„5)
.
and Indicates
.He aduUs were Henen.tins fro.
the orthographic regularity i„ the pseudowords in a relatively unifor.
fashion throughout their lengths. Also consistent with other research
(PollatseU et al.. 1975; Well et al.
, 1975), the OE for the adults
Showed no evidence of depending on verbal codes, and no evidence of
being mediated by perception of supra-letter visual features.
The OE for children also showed no evidence of depending on verbal
codes, and no evidence of being mediated by supra-letter visual
features. However, for the. the OE actually declined somewhat in magni-
tude as letter string length increased from 4 to 6 to 8 letters. Also,
throughout all three studies, while reading ability was sometimes nega-
tively correlated with overall sorting time, there was little
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association between reading abilitv . .
, .
, ,
' °f the OE. The onlyhxnt of an exception to this was in Studv 1 u
,
'"^^ ^' ^^^^^ the High Ability
thxrd graders showed a trend tow^r-^o i
,
^ ^^^S- 0^ 6-letter strings
than for 4-letter strings. However, this trend was of only marginal
statistical significance.
The
.e„.l„.e. of .he aiscus.ion „iU deal „Uh aspects of
.Hese
research would be useful.
First, in the Introduction one nf rhc.o the mam criticisms made of the
existing
.eactlon tl.e
.eseatch on the development of superiority
effects in „ord perception
.as that often this research has reUe. on
direct comparisons of superiority effects across a,es to describe devel-
opmental trends. Because overall speed Increases substantially
„fth
age, it was argued that such a strategy for descrlh1n„ h ,sy Lu a ibl g developmental
trends may give mlsleadina results—=„oi, = .i, .g ults such as that superiority effects de-
cline with development. Before such direct comparisons can be safely
-de. we Will need a general model of what factors are responsible for
the increase in speed with age. and a model of how those factors inter-
act With the stages Of processing where superiority effects are gener-
ated. The present data do not provide any such models, but the data do
provide still another indication that caution is required In making
comparison of superiority effects across age. In particular, other re-
search has shown that overall reaction time decreases with age, and that
superiority effects may also decline (Doerhing, 1976; Krueger et al..
19*74). This kind of result was also found in the present research (in
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Studies 2 and 3). However, this research produced an e^ """^^ ^" ^^en more striking
demonstration of a negative corrP^.^.• u
«P-d and magnitude ofthe OE. Because of the design of the researrh^^^^ c , estimates of the OE for4-letter strings were obtained both from the fi.st six te ^•""^^ sting sessions,
and from the last four sessions. For both thP fe first and third graders,
the OHs. UnHke
.he comparison, across ,rade.
.His is a 'Vi^Hin-
subject" demonstration of how the OF un E can change with overall speed of
performance. Now it may be th^r t-u^ u • . ^at the children were actually making less
use Of orthographic structure by the last four testing sessions, as
Stanovich et al. (1978) have argued for between-grade comparisons.
However, this seems rather implausible A ..f.Fx . sa er conclusion is that it
appears changes in speed apparently can lead to changes in the size
Of the OE even though
"orthographic competence" does not change.
Until the mechanisms of this phenomenon have been worked out. de-
velopmental research on superiority effects „«ln„F t c rt usi g reaction time measures
should focus on comparing how variables Interact with superiority
effects as a function of reading experience (I.e., age). Previous
research comparing WSEs and OEs is one example of this approach (luola
et al., 1978; McCaughey et al., 1980), the present research is another.
Another methodological message comes from Study 2, where it was
found there was no evidence that children were relying on verbal codes
in performing the same-different matching task. This indicates that for
children, as well as adults, the same-different matching task is a good
one for studying perceptually-based superiority effects in word
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perception (Pollatsek et al 197^. r'iJ-.
,
iy/5, Carr et al. igsn u
'
^^^^^
' However, given
.ence
.o. .H.
.He p.e^en.
.e.ea.cK. CHU..e„ a., no. appea.
.o .e
trnn.
.0 3o.„.
.He
.o„,e.
.e..e. 3...n,3. So,
.
if tHe case-ai„e.e„ce
.a3. ,3 e..enae.
.0 lo„,e. U..e. 3..i„,3. „o
evidence for reliance on verbal codes will emerge.
Turning
.0 con.en.
.a..ers, so^e co^en.s will He .ade on .He
finding
.Ha. .He chlldre„.3 OE3 were no.
.edla.ed Hy 3.pra-le..er
visual fea.ures. In wHa.ever „a. knowledge of or.HograpH, wa3 ps.cHolo-
g-ally Implemented In .Hese cHUdren, 1. operated a. .He level of
patterns of Individual letters. Thus,
.Heorles wHlcH per„l. dlrec. per-
ception Of letter clusters (LaBerge
. Sa.uels, 1,74; s„ltH
. Klel.an
1979; S.ltH, 1971) were not supported on .His point. Indeed, attempts
at demonstrating effects of supra-letter visual features on perception
of real words for tHls age range have generally been Inconclusive
(Barron, 1981; Posnansky S Rayner, 1977).
However, this Issue deserves further research. For one thing. If
children were tested even earlier In their reading development, evidence
for reliance on supra-le.ter visual features might emerge. children are
no. born knowing .He or.HograpHlc s.ructure of English. They have to
discover the s.ruc.ural properties of printed words in English (Lavlne,
1977), and as part of this discovery process some children nay for a
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time rely upon supra-letter visual features So. , an effort should be
made to extend the use of the same-diff. .air^e different matching procedure to chil-
-en m Under.arten and earl, fl.st grade,
.here most children have
-eir first systematic exposure to print, ihis effort has to he made
anyway, since hy the end of first grade children show strong OEs-the
•zero-OE" starting point has yet to he demonstrated with the visual
matching task.
A related point iq i-h^t- t-^i-,-t at reliance on supra-letter visual features
»ay turn out to depen. on the type of reading progra. children experi-
ence, venezky
.
Massaro (1979) have suggested that one of the conse-
quences Of Phonics instruction ™ay he to focus children's attention on
the sequential patterns of individual lettPr. ^x a i e s, and so provide them with
the perceptual knowledge underlying the OE. All the children tested In
both schools had already had so.e Instruction In phonics. u would he
interesting to test children fro„ a "whole-word" beginning reading pro-
gram. Typically m these programs It Is expected that the child will
learn to recognize words using whoUstlc feature patterns (Chall, 1967).
If children In such reading progran^ do m fact show .ore reliance on
supra-letter visual features In tests for the OE, this would Indicate
that the development of knowledge of orthography Is to a degree under
the control of the reading program. Knowledge of orthography would then
become an Issue In educational policy. The present data cannot, of
course, resolve this Issue. However, to hazard a guess, the robustness
of the OEs obtained In the first grade with respect to reading ability
(which will be discussed more, later) suggests that perhaps acquisition
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Of Wlease o.
^^^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^
enough collection of printed wordc; ^uds, they acquire a knowledge of ortho-
graphy that is at the level nf r.o patterning of individual letters
.ete™.Mns whether
.he.e ,s
. ae^.ee of
.o..s.ness in
.he a^u^sUion
Of o„hog.apMc UnowXedse is a „a.ter of theoreUcal as well as educa-
tional interest. Co.pa.isons of ehe development of the OH In „hole-„o.d
vs. phonics reading programs would help elucidate this issue.
While the OEs Obtained here were robust in the sense of univer-
sality of some sort of OE across the children, it nonetheless appears
that extension of orthographic knowledge to longer letter strings is
acquired quite gradually. This was shown in the fact that even by the
end of third grade there was no significant departure from the inverse
relationship observed in the first grade between letter string length
and magnitude of the OE. „e will turn now to discussion of this result.
The decline in the OE with increasing string length signals that
the children were not successfully applying knowledge of orthographic
regularity unifon»ly across a pseudoword regardless of length. The
children were, even for the 8-letter pseudowords, able to respond at
least partially to the orthographic regularity, since even for those
pseudowords there was a highly reliable OE. But, somewhere the applica-
tion of knowledge of orthographic regularity was breaking down.
A comparison of these results with the predictions given in the
Introduction shows that especially for the third grade these results
were unexpected. It had been predicted that the third graders would
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expece.
.Ha. „UH
.„o .ore
.uXl ,ea.. o.
.ea«„, experience, ana p.e-
-aHl.
.epea.ed exposure
.0 „an, „oras Xon^e.
.Han ,our le..ers,
.He
third sraders would loo.
.uHs.an.iall,
„ore U.e
.He adul.s
.Han
.He
by a s.a.i3.icaXl, marginal in.erac.ion involving grade), Hu. no.
.0 .He
degree expected.
Exac.ly HOW
.0 concep.uall.e
.His HreaUdown In .He applica.ion of
knowledge of or.HograpHy depends on one's
.odel of How .His knowledge Is
represen.ed psycHologlcally. As was poln.ed ou. In .He In.roduc.lon,
there are curren.ly several dltferen. models competing wl.H eacH o.her
The presen. da.a do no. really cons.raln cHolce of a .odel, so no s.rong
hypo.heses can He ™ade abou. How applica.ion of knowledge of or.HograpHy
is breaking down In .He longer pseudowords. None.helessiNunetnei , some comments
with respect to the alternatives will be made.
First, a "mystery-model" with resnertxuu iKbp c to the current data is
McClelland
.
Ru.elhar.'s wHole-unl. «del of superiority effec.s in word
perception (McClelland
, Ru.elHar., 1981; Ru^elHar. , McClelland, 1982).
This is because
.heir model was specialized for 4-le..er s.rings, and 1.
is not known How .Hey will Handle perception of longer letter strings.
But, while the model will not be dealt with further in this discussion,
this should not be taken as a dismissal of the theoretical approach. By
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successful!. Simulating a va.ie., of
.esuUs in ii.e.a.u.e o^^^^^"-iJ^ n super-lority effects, McClelland & Rumelharr hK t ave made a vigorous case for
whole-unit models. Future dp.r«i^developments of their model «y yet prove
critical for accounting tor the present data.
For now „e are left with part-unit and rule-hased models.
.
concept to apply here may he the competence-performance distinction
Are Children failing to successfully e.tend orthographic analysis to
longer pseudowords because, for example, they lac. knowledge of some
types of spelling patterns that occur In 1n m longer pseudowords (competence
issue), or do they have all the requisite orthographic knowledge hut
have difficulty applying it to longer pseudowords (a performance issue),
in constructing the pseudowords an attempt was made to avoid letter
clusters that never appeared in the 4-letter words in the first grade
in light of this, in the Introduction it was suggested that a deficiency
m performance skills might underlie difficulties in extending ortho-
graphic analysis to longer pseudowords. This suggestion did not discri-
minate between part-unit and rule-based models. Basically, it was sug-
gested that extensions of orthographic analysis to longer pseudowords
may put stress on place-keeping" types of operations-i.e.
,
keeping
track Of unit boundaries, or keeping track of what parts of the word are
relevant to generating expectancies for various letters. Perhaps it
takes children time to develop the skills, or facility, in Implementing
these operations. This remains a possible type of explanation for the
present results, but other possibilities exist also.
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they successfully l„ple„e„. that Knowledge 1„ pe.ceivl„» ,
_ ^
^ P r xng longer words.
Perhaps where the children are having trouble is m
, .
^ IS coordinating these
abilities with the demands of the same-dlff. .i erent matching task. This
"ill always m.olve using unfa^lUa.. artificial tas.s, so tHat tHete
will always be the posslbUicy that all „ •c one is studying is how children
cope with unfamiliar, artifiVlal , .
-
ci tasks. Under these circumstances the
Ultimate arbiter is whether there emerges a consistent, convergent set
Of results based on using a variety of subjects, materials, and proce-
dures, in the present set of data, there is a ground for optimism that
Study 1 was not simply measuring task artifacts. Namely, it required
The children simply did not appear to be having that much difficulty
with the same-different matching task. A step that could be taken in
future research would be to examine the effects of letter-string length
on highly practiced subiects Caav n,. • ,j (say, the equivalent of re-runnIng study 1
after the eleventh testing session in the present research). This may
be prohibitively expensive as a general research guideline for studying
superiority effects in word perception, but it would certainly be worth
trying occasionally.
There is another possible reason for the difficulties the children
had in extending orthographic analysis to longer pseudowords that is
more substantive in nature, and can be thought of as a more competence-
..me.u.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^
wor.s. P3„ 0,
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^
be
.Ha. „He.e o«Hc,.ap.,e analysis
..o.e
.own „as
.......Un,"
transitions fro. one syllable to another. m,at "negotiating..iiegociatmg means here
depends upon whether one Is .sin, a part-nnlt or a rnle-.ase.
„o.el of
orthographic knowledge. Under a part-.nlt
.o.el, the Iss.e Is one of
.defining unit boundaries; under a rule-based
.odel the Issue Is dealing
-th the freedoms as well as constraints on what letter can follow what
at syllable boundaries. There 1« n„ r.„I is no consensus on what syllables are in
printed English (Spoehr S Smith, 1973- Taft
.
l t , 1979)—so perhaps It Is not
surprising this might be a problem area for children.
While exactly where to draw syllable boundaries for printed words
is a matter of some controversy, it is nonetheless generally clear how
»any syllables a printed word has. and it seems possible to find out in
a general way whether syllable boundaries pose particular problems for
children. Within the four to six letter range, it seems possible to
construct pseudowords that consist of one or two (or even three) syl-
lables that would not look bizarre with respect to the reading experi-
ence of a first grader. The relationship between number of syllables
and magnitude of OE could then be examined with letter string length
being controlled. If the OE was smaller for a two-syllable 5-letter
string than a one-syllable 5-letter string, that would Indicate there is
something about syllabic transitions that is causing the children
en
s more
problems in orthographic analysis Tfi . I there was no difference, th
perhaps a performance-based model of th. ^noa i e type mentioned earlier i
appropriate to account for the relatno^.K- ui nship between length and the OE in
children.
This research on syllables would be .ost lafcr.ative If a trial
by-trlal
„,,^
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^
for
..different" trials co.ld be analysed separately, and a plot of the
™.gnitude of the OE as a function of position of difference could be
dra™. well et al. (1975, have sho™ that for adults this function is
generally a linearly Increasing one (they did not manipulate syllable
structure), implying that orthographic analysis proceeds in an approxi-
mately left-to-right manner in the context of the same-different match-
ing task. By looking at such plots for the proposed syllable study, one
could see if there were abrupt changes in the slope of the function
around syllable boundaries. This would be a richer source of informa-
tion on the perceptual impact of syllabic boundaries than the overall
reaction time data.
Such trial-by-trial timing would also, of course, have been infor-
mative in the present research. We have been speaking of a "breakdown"
in the orthographic analysis of the longer pseudowords. Plotting magni-
tude of the OE as a function of position of difference on "different"
trials could potentially give a clearer indication of where and how
breakdown occurs. What is being suggested is that an explicit manipula-
tion of syllable structure in the materials will aid in interpretation
of these plots.
The fi„.i ,3pec. Of
.es.X.s
.Ha. „ui .e co^ente. on Is
.He
no.e.
.Ha. even
.Housh 3o.e.,.es
.ea«„, aMU.,
„as „esa.,.el. eo„e-
lated with overall sorting
.ime, ablli.y had littleij-ic n association with
magnitude of the OE. This reo,,! fsult IS consistent with recent suggestions
that Visual perceptual deficits are not a .ajor con.rihu.or
.o reading
deficits (Carr. 1981; Henderson
. Chard. 1,80; Perfet.i , „ogahoa»
1975; vellu.ino, 1,„). These
.ore recen.
.heories have sugges.ed
.ha.
verhal processing deficits of various
.inds „ay he the „os. significan.
source of reading problems. On a „ore applied level,
.he resul.s fro.
these studies see. wor.h being
.ade available
.o educators since they
demonstrate that even rela.ively poor readers have a ,ui.e sophisticated
perceptually-based knowledge of the orthographic structure of words.
Although statistically significant associations were not found be-
tween reading ability and
.agnitude of the OE In the present data, so.e
cautions are in order. First, as was pointed on. in .he descrip.lon of
the subject sample, the low ablli.y readers in this sample were no. in
fact all that low. For example, the mean score of the Low Ablli.y
readers on nationally standardized tests was around 40%. Probably the
same situation existed for the firs, grade. So, in fu.ure research
there should be an a..empt .o test samples of low ability readers that
are truly "low ability" with respect to the national norms. Second, it
one takes seriously the hin. of an Interaction between ability and the
OE that occurred in the .hlrd grade sample, .hen perhaps the message is
that ability and the OE only begin to interact in the la.er elemen.ary
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grades. Indeed, Mason (1975) did f-fn^x xnd such an interaction in sixth
(Henderson and Chard, 1980^ tkJ-u, xyau;. They may simply refleri- t-h^pj-y riect the greater number
and va.ie.. o. read.n, e=,e..e„ces
..a. Hishe. .MM.,
...,e.3
.ave
relative lowe. a.UU.
.eaders.
.one.Heless.
.He presence 3..
interaction, has to .e .o.e conclusive!, p.oven o. aisp.oven
.efo.e
educational implications can be dram.
Future Research
some suggestions for future research have already been «de in the
preceding discussion of the results. This section will ful In some
gaps, and offer an opinion as to what kind of research should have
highest priority.
one obvious type of work that needs to be done is to test older
age groups on the relation between letter-string length and magnitude of
the OE. Somewhat unexpectedly. It was found that third graders were
still quite far from showing a mature pattern of performance, children
fro™ higher grade levels need to be tested in order to determine when a
stable, mature pattern of performance emerges.
Another area for further research is comparison of WSEs and OEs.
This has been the subject of some recent debates In the adult literature
(Carr et al.
,
1979; Carr et al.
, 1981; Henderson, 1980), and has been
addressed in the developmental literature (Juola et al.. 1978; McCaughey
et al., 1980). The issue has been of Interest because if there is a HSE
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ove. an. o.,
...3
..y
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^
.uUo„ .
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^
graphic regularities. McCaughey et al (1980^ h5 y i. (1980) ave suggested that
OH. THis is an
.n.e.est.n, sug^esUon. an. u ee«ainl,
.as pUnsi.U-
"y. It .ust ta.e Children a. least so^e ti.e
.o abstract spelling
regularities, an.
.nrlng that ac.nlsltlon process t.e. „lg,t sHo„ faci-
litation of perception of familiar words, but not of unfamiliar
regularl,-spelled
„ords. it was suggested earlier that McCaugHey et
al.'s selection of the visual search paradigm to Investigate this ques-
tion may not have been a good one, given the problems that procedure has
had in generating robust OEs (see Massaro et al.
,
I979,
.
matching task seems a superior tas. to use for addressing this Issue of
comparing „SEs and OEs both because It has generated robust OEs and
because It Is not Influenced by use of verbal codes either In adults
(Pollatsek S, Carr, 1979) or children.
A few cautions are In order, though, on how this research should
be conducted. Henderson (1980), In his cedents on the difficulty of
demonstrating WSEs larger than OEs in adults, pointed to two variables
that had not been entirely effectively manipulated, and his complaints
should be taken to heart in doing developmental research as well. One
was that most studies used relatively short letter strings. So, for ex-
ample, perhaps the first and third graders in the present research would
have shown larger WSEs than OEs for six and eight letter strings, even
though this discrepancy might disappear or become attenuated as the
children develop a more mature OP « ^eOE. Henderson's second complaint was
that the words used In studies comparing WSEs and OE,s wcit s were not always
very high frequency words Th-io. Thxs proble. is relatively easy to deal withfor adults because of the existence of t.uiables of word frequency for
printed media. Boln, this
.Ind o. research well „lt,
.e.lnnlns readersWUI require a more detailed
.nowledge ol the suhjects' reading experi-
ence than is typical of research on beginning reading.
The various research Ideas outlined here and In the rest of the
Discussion are all Important ways of broadening the findings of the pre-
sent research. But, the project that seems to merit tbe most Immediate
attention Is the development of a trlal-by-trlal timing procedure that
can be successfully applied to a wide range of ages, from kindergarten
through all of elementary school. The card-,orrl„„ ^ •s ting techniques used here
served admirably. However, by revealing that for beginning readers the
OE does break down somewhat in longer letter strings. It has shown the
need for a more sensitive procedure. As has been described earlier,
trial-by-trial timing permits separate analyses of "same" and "differ-
ent" trials, and hence permits plotting magnitude of the OE as a func-
tion of position of difference (Well et al.
, 1975). This looks like a
powerful tool for analyzing exactly where children have difficulty in
the orthographic analysis of longer letter strings.
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Fig. 4. Distributions of Achievement Scores
in Colrain
and Gill.
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Fig 6. Distributions of the Orthography Effects for Four,
Six, and Eight Letter Strings and of Speed: Third Grade,
Study 1.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of the Orthography Effect and
Speed: First Grade, Study 2.
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TABLE 39
AND COLUMN EFFECTS FOR STUDY 1: ADULTS^
Means
Position:
1 2 3 4 5 6
Row
Column
34.46
32.75
33.75
32.69
32.37
32.31
32.65
32.03
31.63
33.21
31.46
33.25
1^,
e data are mean sorting times in seconds.
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